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SUSPICION RESTS
UPON OPPOSITION
Why Do Men Bitterly Oppose
Business Propositions.
Cross Supported by Bad Element of
Both Parties and Expects Pars
ty Vote.
STATE PRLMARY IS IN DOUBT
A marked change has come over
public sentiment in the last few days
in regard to the contract for supply-
ing water to tire hydrants and the
park bond Issue. Public Interest
'roused in the two propositions by
charges that they were raised by
Influences inimical to the city, has
directed suspicion to rest on the men
who are so vigorously agitating
against them, and people are inquir-
ing why these particular men are
so bitter and so prejudiced in their
it
This sentiment especially has been
manifest since the futile attempt to
cast aspersion on the Commercial
club and business men, who met and
adopted resolutions favoring the two
propositions. It was represented that
several had not attended and knew
nothing of the meeting, but signed
statements from these gentlemen
that some had attended the meetings
and othet had permitted the use of
their names to the resolutione.stamp-
ed the story as false, and people who
hart been listening to the cry of bad
faith emanating from the paper that
published the falsehood, began to
wonder, why such tactics were re-
sorted to in the effort to bolster up
Its claims.
rite meeting at the mitt house
Saturday night and the exaggerated
report of it Sunday morning also ad-
ded to this wonder. It was a pity
not more citizens had attended that
meeting It was a revelation.
There were fully 140 there (b?
cotton when all the speakers and a
considerable &Oswalt:in, besides,
tnarebed from the meeting at the
Market house to the court house. it.
the hop@ that they would be accord-
an opportunity to speak on the
Issues.
At the meetings held by Mayor
Yelser, the park commissioners and
Hon. Hal Corbett, everybody was
Invited to express his views; but at
the court house when the regular
program of speeches had been given.
there were calls for Dr. D. G. Mur-
rell, prat lent of the board of park
commissioners who was present. The
chairman hastily declared the meet-
ing adjourned, and the little gather-
ing dispersed.
The argument offered at the meet-
ing was filled with hate and slightly
veiled innuendo, reflecting on indi-
viduals. against whom the speakers
evidently bore malice, but who were
dragged Into the coutroverey, al-
though they ars not connected with
either movement, and have no inter-
mit in them.
The spe.sches indicated the feeling
that induces the fight on the bond
issues and water contract.
rt s now,confidently asserted that
both propositions will carry by the
necessary two-thirds vote, if those
favoring them do not fail to vote.
The City Election.
Tn his contest with Dave Cross for
the office of judge of the police court
Emmet W. Bagby has behind him
the better element of the people,
who, if they vote as they belleve,will
elect him by a large Majority. An ef-
fort is being made to stem the tide
in Cross' behalf, by calling on his
party following to support him be-
cause he has been a faithful worker
at the polls. He was a worker at the
polls when the people revolted and
defeated the gang, and is too closely
allied evith "practical" politics to
shine on the police court beech. The
Worst element is openly working for
him and claiming that the better el-
ement can not be depended on to can candidates for congress, the en-
support Bagby. The element that Is tire state ticket and a decisive ma- ed
eupporting Cross is not confined to jority In both -houses. of the legisla-lheen
one party, but both interested Re- lure, which will elect a 'senator to fuges.
publicans and Democrats are for succeed John Hillard.
'him. That takes the issue out of pol-
ities and puts it up to the citizens.
The Council Situation.
The fight for councilmen 'and al-
dermen is simply a question of
whether or not the people will in-
dorse the record of the present gen-
eral council. Not a wotd has been
said against it-The taxes were re-
duced and the Interests of the city
 1
(Continued on Page Poeir.)
TEST AUTO; ONE DEAD, 4 HURT
'
•
TO LOVELAND IN
Machine Being Tried Out on Road
an Embankment. 
•
AN ilITOMOBILEth. Ors, 
New Britain, Conn.. Nov. - An
automobile which was being tested
on a highway in Berlin today left the •
road and went over an embankment. MISR Nicholson .tud Mr Yan-
Henry Maxwell of Farmington, was dell Rode Sunday.
killed and William Keough, Michael
Coleman, Joseph Hackiey and A. L.
Hauver, the lest named tester for an
automobile concern In Hartford,were
Injured. Hauver was put 'under ar-
rest for reckless driving.
VIENNA SINGERS ARE COMING:
Society to Attend North American
Sseagerbund Will Sall in April.
Vienna, Nov. 5.— The singing so-
ciety, the Wiener Maennergesang
Verein. which has been invited by
the mayor of Indianapolis to partici-
pate in the North American Suenger-
bund In June 1907, will sail for the
United States at the end of April, and
will visit New York, Buffalo. Phila-
delphia, Indianapolis, Baltimore, Bos-
ton, Chicago and Washington.
SENSATION AL
MOTION PILED BY ATTORNEY
GEN mu, HAYS.
Expects Fraud in Louisville and
Wants Court in Onolossoias
Session.
Louisville. Nov 5,— Attorney Gen-
eral Hays, candidate for governor in
the Democratic primary tomorrow,
appeared In court thla morning and
filed a sensational motion, asking the
court to remain in continuous ses-
sion tomorrow. He asserts in his
motion he is informed there is a
plot formed to steal the primary in
Louisville. He ways he expects to
swear out many warrants and wants
immediate action before the guilty
/gave town. Jades McCann said he
would hold oontiouous amnion 'of
castle 'tomorrow.
Billboard on Fire
A biliboard located between the I.
C. dispatcher's office at Eleventh
street and Broadway, and a brick
tobacco warehouate, caught tire at
11:10 o't lock frcrtn burning grams
The firemen extinguished the blaze
before any damage was done
DRUNK
WERE MINERS WHEN THEY
COMMITTED CRIME.
Boy Chiba Companion to Death la
Fight at Blind Tiger—Po-
lice Are Searching.
Barbersville, W. Va., Nov. 5.—G.
W. 4VrIght and Andrew Childres,
mine bosses, while intoxicated last
night, became enraged at John Kel-
ley, another boss, slid assaulted him
with clubs, causing his death.
Wright and Childres secured mules
from the mine and escaped to the
mountains. An armed .posse Is in
pursuit. The men probably will be
lynched, if caught.
At Blind Tiger.
Bedford, lnd.. Nov. 5.—During a
drunken brawl at a blind tiger, in
this country, last evening, Edward
Packard was beaten to death with a
club by Ezra Kinser. The sheriff
and police are searching for Kinser.
Republicans Claim elebraisita.
Lincoln, Neb.. Nov. 5.—Tonight
saw the practical close of the cam-
paign in Nebraska. Political rallies
were held all over the state tonight.
W. J. Bryan addressed a fusion
meeting at Lincoln. Chairman Rees,
of the Republican committee, pre-
dicts the election of the six Republi-
There 14 only one kind of a
newspaper eireuintion etatt tent
that in worth any comb, ion
and that is the daily de led
statenient. The Sun. is the hiIy
Paducah paper printing Pinch a
statement,
Unique Wedding Manned to Outwit
Friends Succeeded Without
Hitch.
PARTY WAITED AT STATION.
An automobile marriage with the
contracting parties seated in the ton-
neau with joined hands while the
minister pronpunced them man aad
Wife, was a novelty Sunday. Mr
Wiliam Yandoll and Miss Caroline
Nicholson are the contracting Persons
and the mart Lege was performed at
434) o'clock at Lone Oak, five miles
south of Paducah on the Broadway
road The Rev. C Stewart perform-
ed the unique ceremony and within
two hours after the marriage
the couple was speeding to St. Louis
having outwitted their friends who
waited for them at the railroad sta-
tion to shower them with rice.
The marriage was not an elope-
ment The purpose of the unusual
ceremony was to escape friends who
had arranged a surprise. Dinner was
had at the residence of the bride,
who is a daughter of Mr Griffin Nich-
olson, of 527 North Sixth street.
Three automobiles had been secured
from the Foreman garage, where the
groom is chief electrician. and the
start was made Immediately after
dinner.
Reaching Lone Oak the. party sate
there was little time to spare and
summoning the Rev. Mr. Stewart from
his home, they were married at once.
In the auto with the couple was Bari
Foreman, driver, Gordon Barham and
Mrs. G. Drown.
To avoid the half a hundred friends
at the depot who had prepared for
the return, they rode to Mason's Mill,
9 miles from Paducah on the Gl'ero
road. The train was taken from this
station at 6:341 o'clock.
The party included: Earl W Fore-
man. Sam Foreman, Roy Ureasham.
C. E. Gridley and wife Mee Cleatle
Nicholson, Mrs. G Brawn and Gor-
don Barham
Mitts Nicholson came to Paducah
from Wickliffe several years ago. Her
father is a well known feed dealer of
Trimble street.
Mr. Yaocieli l frcnn Union. City.
He has been (life( electrician for the
Foreman machine and electrical
shops for several years.
WILL WAR ON CUBAN BANDITS.
Gov. Magoon Orders Rural Guards to
Run Down Niarauderst,
Havana, Nov. 5.-4rovernor Ma-
goon has ordered the employment of
strong bodies of rural guards to pur-
sue and scatter straggling bands that
are committing numerous depreda-
tions. Governor Magoon is anxious
to put an end to the feeling of inse-
curity that prevails in many parts of
the island. All persons appearing In
public armed will be arrested. The
provisional government believes all
good men engaged in the recent up-
rising have loyally complied with the
agreement to disband, and all others
henceforth assembling in bands will
be considered actuated by' illegal mo-
tives and dealt with accottlingly-.
BOTH CLAIM OKLAHOMA
Campaign in New State Has Been
- Remarkably Clean One.
Guthrie, Okla.. Nov. 5.—Next
Tuesday the people of Oklahoma
will elect delegates to the constitu-
tional convention.Chairman Ha-
mon, of the Republican central com-
mittee, says the Republicans will
have seventy delegates in the con-
vention out of the 112 to be elected,
while Democratic Chairman Dunn
predicts a safe majority,
The heaths are clear cut and the
campaign, which has been conduct.
along Purely partisan lines, has
remarkably free of subter
te**44.4"1"4444.<14+4<si ASHAMED OF CARDTo Volikelete tne PADUCAH.
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Information has just reached ARE CANDIDATESme that a meat is in circula-
t (kin representing that If electedto the office of city judge, for
weiett I hare been n ttttt Mated by
the Repubileau party, at the en-
suing electloti. I vs Ill decline to
accept or hold the office. This
Is equivalent to saying, that ha
running for the office I am de-
liberately deceivireg the public.
I Wish 14. say new, that if elect-
ed, I shall bold the °Mee and
discharge its duties faithfully
anal impartially for the full
term. EMMET W. BAGIIV.
SEWER ESTIMATES
MAY BE COMPLETE
In Time-For Meeting. Of The
Council Tonight.
Flame e Ciotti ni Mee Has lengthy Re.
port Preparesi—sSeeskei Will
Probably He Brief.
PROPERTY SOLD FOR TAXM.
. Every effort is being exerted by the
engineering department to hisior-the
estimates of the cost of the new sew-
er, based on the superficial area
ready for the lower board of the gee-
oral council, which meets tonight
The work requires great care, and
its complexities mite the progress
tedioue. Distributing the cost ac-
cording to the superficial area of the
diatrict to be served Instead of by the
front foot, will reduce the expense on
the property holders to a ,minimum
The general council decided on this
plan as the most just to the small
property owner.
There will be a large allowance re-
port by the fieserce committee tonight
The session probably will be brief.
Hale et Property.
City Treasurer Dorian and City Au-
ditor Kirkland had a little dicker all
to themselves on the front stews or
the city ball this tactining. City
Treasurer Dorian sold property for
taxes amounting to $4,446.51, and
City Aueltor Kirkland bought it in
for the city. The taxes on the prop-
erty of the *bites amounted to 93.-
793,98, and the colored to $434.53.
HARNESS ROCKIES
CONVERT MOUNTAIN TORRENTS
INTO PRODUCERS.
Nine million Dollar Medicate Back
Myron T. Herrick in Latest
Project.
Cleveland, Nov. 5.—eked by
a $9.000,4300 syudtt ate ex-Governor
Herrick and Thomas F. Walsh, of
Denver. propose to harness mountain
cataracts in streams of the Rockies
and revolutInnize inrustrlal condi-
tions in the west. The plans con-
template oae of the most gigantic
engineering feats iu the history of
the United States,
HUNTERS SLAY GAME WARDEN
Caught Slaughtering Elk for Their
Teeth in Wyoming.
PInedale. Wyo., Nov. 6.— Word
has been received of a battle between
a game warden and bunters In the
Mountains west of here. The wardeti
came upon a party of hunters who
were slaughtering elk for (heir
teeth. The hunters replied .to a de-
mand to surrender with a volley and
the warden was left dead in the
snow. Another game warden who re-
covered the body went to Jackson to
summon the coroner.
SCHOONER WRECKED,
Crew of G. NI. Cochrane Taken Off hi
Life Saver*.
OVER SWEETHEART.
Chatham, Mass.,. Nov. 5.--' The
(Sue Hoy Shoots and Kinn Another liritish schooner 0. M. Cochrane was
During Quarrel. 'totally wrecked on Nausett beach to-
Youngstown, Nov. 5.— 'Charies1 day and her skipper, Capt. Renja-
Roderick, 15 years old, was shot
and killed Sunda) night by Elton
Ackerman, le years old. They were
rivals for the love of Theresa
O'Connell, a domestic, employed at
the hostess where the shooting oecur-
red. Ackerman gave himself up.
min Lower, who miscalculated his
distance in running clown from Cape
Cod on his voyage (tom Parraboro.
N. C.. to New Haven, Conn together
with five members of bin crew, was
taken off the vessel hi the breechee
buoy of the life savers.
False Impression Circulated
Regarding Schools.
Staticties Show That sixty-Nine of
Seventy-Eight Teachers Are
Paducsthana,
PASSED AROUND TO HBUSES
"Dtritirwratic  Insets for !school
trustees, it elected, will at all tines
give honie talent the preference. We
favor the full boiled of education
making the selection of teachers,
and not by- comniitteeit. We approve
of the privilege of the superintend-
ent and principals offering suggs-e.
tione, but oppose glebe.; them au-
thority in Milk Ong seitectione."
Ashamed to have this statement
published in a paper, where It can
he seen and denied, the Democratic
candidates for school trustee have
had it circulated on cards; so The
Sun will publish it for them today,
adding for the sake of authenticity
a few statistics, which the gentle-
men are at liberty to investigate If
they with:
Public school teachets tt . 78
Native Paducabans 69
From out of elate
Elsewhere in Kentucky 
Not only are these figures correct.
but this fall nine new teachers were
appointed, and all are Paducahans
but three in special departments,
such as science and arts, for which
there were no local applicants. and
$7 were spent in telegrams trying to
find persons to fill the positions. Ev-
ery local applicant has a pbsltion In
the school. During the two years in-
cumbency of the board only one
teacher has failed of recommenda-
tion to the old place.
That record makes the claim that
the Democratic candidates give home
Welt the preferellea leek small.
The fu'l board now selects teach-
ers. The inference intended to be
created is that the present method
Is otherwise. A committee passes on
applications floe. It would be folly
for 12 men to try to pass on the
qualifications of 75 teachers at first
hand. All business of any board goes
through the hands of committees
then the board acts. The principals
and superintendent do not make se-
lections now. They only offer sugges-
tions. The board would have a hard
time arriving at the right concerning
the work of teachers if the Princi-
pals and superintendent did not
make reports
It is no wonder the candidates are
ashamed of their little pamphlet.
THEOSOPHIST INJURED.
Fosusder of Sot iety Is Pieced in an
Italian Hospital.
Kansas City, Nov. 5.— Col. Henry
Steele Oloott of Adyar, India, the
president-founder of the Theosophi-
cal Society and co-worker In her
life-time with the late Helen P. Bla-
vatsky. has been seriously injured in
a railway wreck in Italy, according
to private advices received today by
a member of the society in this city.
Beyond stating that be had been
placed in a hospital and is "in a.
way," no details are given. Because
of his advanced age fears for his re-
covery are entertained. Col. Olcott at
the time was on his way home to In-
dia from Chicago, where he had
'presided at the annual conference of
the American section of the society,
held in that city in September.
ROAD HALTS CATTLE 811li5"
South Dakota Railway Commission-
ers Adopt Emergency Measure.
Miller, S. D., Nov. 6.—The railroad
company today refused to receive 150
ears of cattle west of Pierre today
without an order from the state rail-
way commission, on the ground that
there was no pubitithed schedule as
required by the now interstate regu-
lations. The railway commissioners
ordered the company to ship the cat-
tle as an emergency measure .to
Pierre, from where they could be seat
east.
Shooting Over Woman.
Henderson, Ky., Nov. 5. In a
quarrel over &swoman at liendergon
this afternoon Henry Hughes an ex
convict, fatally shot James Murrell
in the abdomen. Hughes was Placed
under arrest.
GOVERNOR DOUBTFUL
Idaho Will Gist- Rest of Her Offices
to Republicans.
Boise, Idaho, Nov. 5.—Idaho on
November 6 will express her confi-
dence in President Roosevelt and his
policies by re-electing Burton L.
French representative at large to the
Sixtieth congress. Mr. French's
election is practically conceded by
the Democrats, and he is expected to
receive a normal majority—from
12,000 to 15,000. Governorship
doubtful.
MILWAUKEE BANKER ENDS ALL
Henning Traulsen Hangs Himself in
Rare Beck of Home.
Milwaukee, Nov. 5 -Henning
Traulsen, a banker, living at Ws
Mitchell' street, committed suicide
last night by hanging himself in
the barn back of his residence. The
body was discovered this morning by
Traulsen't; 13-year-old boy. 1:1 health
is believed to have been the cause
for the :suicide. Trauleen leaves a
widow and four children.
PUBLIC MEETING
WILL BE HELD TONIGHT AMONG
MEtHANICSBURG CITIZENS.
Park (.0111iiiiesionere and ()therm
Will Make iddresara in Front
et Farley's Store.
There will he a final meeting and
discussion of the Issues of the mu-
nicipal campaign in front of Farley's
store in Mechanicsburg tonight at
o'clock. At that time park commis-
sioners and others will speak and
both sides of the question of the
park bond Issue will be heard. it
any one desires to take the opptisite
view. The whole matter will be thor-
oughly explained, and no voter has
a right to claim Ignorance on the
subject.
Judge KIncakl Dies.
Cincionatl, 0 , Nov 5 -Judge
Charles E Kincaid, for many years
connected with the Cincinati Enqutr-
er and one of the best known newspa-
per men in the country, died this
morning at the city hospitl. Judge
Klucald was a Kentuckian by birth.
and his brother and aged mother still
live in Danville, Ky.
ENDURANCE
TESTED TO LIMIT DURING PER.
R1"S EXPEDITION.
Hardy Arctic leeplorers Experience
Constant Battle With Ice.
Storms and Wind.
New York, Nov. 5.--A message
from Commander Peary at Hopen-
dole. Labrador, was received today
by Mrs. Peary, as follows:
"Homeward voyage Incessant bat-
tle with ice, storms and head winds.
Propeller damaged and progress very
slow'. Waiting here for coal 'from
mall steamer. Have no anxiety. Ex-
pect wire from Chateau bay. Am per-
fectly well,"
"Thank God he is safe," said Mrs.
Peary.
It is evident Peary has had the
same experience of getting on drift-
ing ice and being carried away from
his goal that Other explorers have
had. Probably no other men living
would have got off so well as Peer)"
has. He found himself on leo that
had been broken lip by a storm a id
was taking him in a contrary direc-
tion.
It is likely that he lied his party
went to the limit of huma.i endur-
ance before they gave up, as Instance
the eating of the dogs. Without doubt
the explorer is now on his way home,
and when he reaches here we- will
hear a wonderful attire-.
A charitable man gives according
to his means and a nitser according
to his meannesg
.......,••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
WEATHER — Partly cloudy
tonight and Sunday. Warmer
in nerthrentral portion tonight.
The highest temperature reached
yesterclgy was To anal the low-
est today was $S.
BURGLARS CLEAN
STEAM DYE WORKS
Three Hundred Dollars Worth
Of Clothing Taken.
Auger Hole flored in Door and Lock
Sprung by Skilled Hands Sat-
urday Night. 
4
WEDDING GARMENTS IN BOOTY
Joe De Mere proprietor of the
Model Steam Dye Works, 109 South
Third street, was the victim of a
bold burglar. His loss will mot be
known fully until he has carefully
made an inventory of the remaining
garments. He thinks he lost about
93110 worth of clothes, however.
When he went to open *his place
of business Sunday morning, found
the lock broken off, seven big auger
miles bored into the door about the
loi It. and the door "sprung"
Clothes lay everywhere, the inside
of the shop having the appearance of
being struck by a ioclone.
Mr De Heti found that a tine
gold watch was taken from the cash
drawer, The drawer was broken open
one side being knocked out Th•
watch was all Mr. De Mert had left
in the -drawer.
The *lass Cages where fine wom-
en's garments were hanging were not
molested. Mr. De Men t was unfortu-
nately about the size of the burglar
as his entire wardrobe was stolen ex-
cept the suit he wore home Satur-
day night at 10:15 o'clock. He last
individually one fine dress suit, two
mitts anel a vest Hats were examin-
ed but apparently none fitted and
they were left in the store.
Three overcoats, four sack goats.,
one wedding suit, four suits, four
pairs of trousers are missing.
The brace and bit used was found
In the street by Walter Page, a res-
taurant keeper, who passed early In
the morning.
Clew
E. I, Burgner, a carpenter woris-
Mg on a house between Eighth and
Ninth streets on Kentucky avenue, re
ported the loss of needy all his tools
Saturday nigh.. and most of the stol-
en property was recovered Sunday- at
Ike Ackerman's ineoncl-hand store.
Ackerman thinks he can identify the
man who sold them if he sees him
again, but evidently a fictitious name
was used as a fictitioue residence num
her was given.
Ackerman's records show that the
terson who sold the tools gave tha
name of Williams. of 143 Washing-
ton street. Theme Is no such number
The tools missed by Burgner number
about 15. Among them are squares
planes, hatchets, hammers.' braces,
bits, saws and chisels. HP had them
locked in his tool chest Inside the
house The lock was wised off.
The brace and hit found in front
of the Model Steam Dye Works.
which were used in breaking into the
dye works, were identified by this
carpenter as belonging to Wm.
SAI.TON SEA 1/3 NOW SUBSIDING.
Flow From Colorado River hen IM-
WTI/0 Valley Turned Birk.
Imperial, Cal., Nov. 5.—An Ma-
rla] report from Salton Sea says that
 the water flooding into the sink from
the Colorado river is receding and
about_SI per cent of the regular flow
of the river is now under control It
is considered practically certaiJ that
the river will now be completely,
turned into the old channel by to-
morrow,
JOINT STATEHOOD.
Will Probably Receive Big Majority
in New Mexico.
Albuquerque. N M . Nov. 5.— Re-
'tots of Republican and Democratic
managers last night were that joint
statehood. will receive a majority of
the vote in New Meeks" Tuesday of
from 143,000 to 12,000. Gov. Hag-
german has vigorously and effective-
ly pushed the cauipaigu for joint
Statehood.
AFTER BITTER FIGHT.
Election of Cummins in Iowa Is Gen-
erally Conceded,
Sioux City, lees, Nov. 5 — With
the election a few daYe off and a
most *eremite's campaign about over,
It remains for the wise ones Le oyediet
whet will be the majority of
mins for governor,os Veil as the phi
zalLt.g-et the Republican Party.
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SHOT FINGER
!WILL ii I. %ND ./oN 1N TYLER
Fic.ii I WItytAae
Case IRD Own iu /Anne
I. util Attorneys Argmt the
Quest ion.
Will Lee aird Jouas Tyler, colored,
had differences over a dusky damsel,
land as a result Lee is alleged to have
tried to snuff out Tyler's life Satur-
day night at Third and Harrisoa
streets about 10:15 o'clock. He shot
ens of Tyler's fingers off.
The evidence showed that Lee was
drinking and 'shot at Tyler several
times. The.case Is left open pending
arguments. •
Oilie' cases. Sam Powell, colored,
drunkenness. $1 and costs; Barney
and IN'ililam Padgett, -soiling liquor
to minors, continued; Will Stunicon,
colored, breach of peace continued;
fleorge Taylor, colored, carrying a
concealed weapon. $25 and costs and
10 days in jail: James W. Hall, suf-
fering hogs to run at large. continued
Frank Rues. drunk. $1 and costs.
MODERATES
In Cube, inuls, a New Name, Will
Adept New Pletform.
States.
 asmeminamemone 
sO WKAK?
Kidney Troubles %lay Be
Your Life %way—Padacah Peo.
plc Hine Learned This
Fact.
When a healthy man or womkn
begins to tun down without appar-
ent cause, becomes weak, languid,
depressed, suffere backache, distal
spells and urinary disorders, look to
the kidneys for the cause of it all.
Keep the kidneys well and they will
keep you well. Doan's 'Kidney Pills
cure sick kidneys and keep them
well. Here Is Paducah testimony to
prove It.
.1. B. Roark, of 1027 South Fifth
street, Paducah, says: "1 do not
Wt it understood that. Doan's Kid-
ney Pills, procured at Alvey & List's
drug store, have radically cured me
of attacks of backache, but I have
been benefited incalculably by thy.
treatment. I never expect to be free
from kidney complaint, for I have
suffered excruciatingly when the at-
tacks were at their height. 1 could
not stoop without pain; could not
straighten after stooping without
twinges and often was unable to
turn in bed without actually groan-
ing. Any remedy which fittest the
relief that Doan's Kidney Pills have
given to me deserve the endorsement
of the public."
For by all dealers. Price 50
rents. Fostcr-MI:letrn Co., Buffalo,
New York sole agents for the United
Remember the name -- Doan's —
Havana, Nov. 5.—It ts probate., and take no other._e-that the new platform for the old
moderate party, presented yesterday
General Was Rivera, will be adopt-
ed at a meeting of the party tomor-
row. A new party name will then
be selected, the party having voted
unanimously to dissolve Rivera's
program la conservative In character.
It permits foreigners to vote and ex-
tends the presidential term to six
years with re-election. Theste meas-
ures make necessary ronetituttonal
amendment-
'DM TO HAVE IIRME ItLiR
Terre
midi VC
years
Man, %ged 73, Expires Week
After Takings Wife.
Haute, Id., Nov. 5.—Col-
E. McLean. aged 73. for
a leader In the Indiana Democ-
racy, who last week married Jessica
(liver, a school teacher, who had 
Cherokee last January, is ashore on
eared for him In recent years while an 
a /bar at the entrance to Great Egg
Harbor Inlet off Longport, N. J. LKeinvalid, that she might inherit his
fortune of $150.4o0, died last night. 
savers expect to float her.
Voliva'‘' Policy.
Chicago. Nov. 5.— lh'Ilbur Glena
Voliest, successor to John Alexander
Dow le. !s at the head of the Christian
Catholic church, outlined to the fol-
lowers in Kenosha last night, plans
for the erection of a new Zion, which
he said he could make the greatest
religious 'colony in the world. "My
Imlicies *ill be as different from
those of John Alexander Dowle." he
said. -as day Is different from night
The prat commandment to be observ-
ed in the new city will be absolute
freedom from debt."
If coil don't know what you %eat.
try Mr. Anfelfee Peneeless for It
r.!'cat f
Famous Schisteter Ashore.
New York. Nov. 5.—Mark Casto's
famous schooner Alberto, known all
over the country through the gallant
rescue of 60 lives from the stranded
The onty religion that ran win
Men it the one that calls thou t to
trorl
.5
-••••••.
ODD SOX
TI fit PA!)
T‘isi \,11 ill i 11.%%11 I 10)%I t".
I .1,N 1,1 %It !MAI
Defeat Nell° Mitchell Team by Stvre
of Sete., to Five at Wallace
Park,
The Odd Sox. a juvenile foot ba
team, took another game Saturda
at Wallace park, defeating the Ne,.
Mitchell team by a score of 7 to
Brent Janes refereed the game sell
Bob Hailey acted time keeper. The
line up:
Odd Sox---Center, Hayes; right
guard; Powell; right teckle. Starks;
right end, Powell; left guard, Hol-
land; left tackle. Kirkland; left end,
Winstead; quarter back, Eiders;
left half bark, Hughes; right hilt.
Holland: full hack. Geagen.
Nello Mitchell's—Center, Galla-
gher; right guard. Moore; right tac-
kle. Mitchell; right end, O'Brien:
left end. Elliott; right half, Katter-
left end, Eiliott. right half.
Katterjobn; left half. Mercer; ful
back, Kreutzer.
UNION RESCUE MISSION.
Monthly 11A-port Cenipilled by Itev. K.
W. (tiles.
Union Rescue Mission report for
the mouth of October, 1106:
Preached 15, sermons. Held four
funerals. Ministered in ten homes.
Gave provisions to eight families.
Found permanent homes for three
boys in country and one In town.
Got employment for flys women and
two men. Gave away ISO useful ar-
ticles of clothing and 500 religious
papers. 12 good books. Including, pl.
bles. Lodgings 55. Meals 155. Rt
eeived from the !tete contribution
$33 10 and groceries $3 25, total
536.65. We solicit from 75 to 100
persons every month, donations, re-
ceiving any where from 5 cents to
one dollar for the expenses of the
C:Iet 40>
EVEN ING SUN
THEKENTUCKY
BOTH PHONES 548. 
MATINEE
AND NIGHT
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 7
an ford B. Ricaby's
Ye Bright and Merry
WM. H. W E S T1
BIG JUBILEE
MINSTRELS
40 B RIMGHINTSTLRIGEHLTS WORLDTHE40
THE SHOW WHERE EXCLUSIVENESS AND NOVELTY PREDOMINATE
Singers FEATURING Comedians
James Cantwell, Wayne U. Christy, Geo. Van, Dick Mitchell
Wm. Renaud, Fred DeForest, Billy Graham, C. VanNostrand
THE BATTLESHIP FOUR
A I lorgeous Spectacular Scenic Creation
MOONLIGHT ON THE SUWANEE
I'DOP0 bight, $1, The, .50e, 4Ie, 25e. Prices matinee, 25e, all
sente. Sttate on sale Taesday 9 a. tn.
Grand Street Demonstration at 12 Noon
10 Round
Trip
Firossi Limb.% ille to
TAMPA.
PUNTA CORD.i,
WI',
ORLANDO,
.cud Maley Other Paints in
PIA/RIMS
Via.
SOVTIFIERN ItAILWAY
end
Qll'EEN AND f'RESCENT WHY)
November 20th.
AIKO Low Homeseekers' Rattes on
November 6th and 20th to points in
Tennessee, North Carolina, South
Carolina. Misaistippl, Alabama. Geor-
gia, Florida, Texas. Indian Territo-
ry, Oklahoma Territory, Kansas. Ne-
braska and Colorado.
Tlekata,first-clas5, allowing liberal
atop-oxen in each direction and good
returning within thirty days.
For Illustrated literature and (elm-work. I am $50 in debt. Will teu
people give $5 each to liquidate 
plete information call .on or address:
Same. Respectfully euntnitted: A. R. COOK City 
Passenger & Tick-
R W CHILES. 
et Agent. 224 Fourth Street,Louls-.
ville, Ky.
Left to Grand Jury.
St. Louis, Nov. 5.---It Is practically:
derided no arrest will be made as the I
result of the $61,500 shortage in the:
subtreasurj until after a meeting of I
the federal grand jury. Th:s couree.i,
it Is stated relitYes the authoatibi ar
Waadlingten from preferring chargeiu!
In the nowt, which might sot be
borne out
C. H. HUNOURFORD, Dilarkt Pas-
sender Agent. 234 Fourth Street.
Louisville, Kr.
J. G. BEAM, JR.. Asst. Gen. Pa,-
ger Agent, St. Louis, tdifsour.
Che Kentucky
BOTH PHONES 54m.
TON MI T
Leander DeCordova
Presents
Mr. HERBERT E.
DENTON
The singing comedian
In the supremo so.4.1-eign of all
tlieludratotta enti tl. d
"A
RAGGED
HERO"
By Maurice 1 Fielfing
1 0 M WEMNOETSH 1 0
Malaria Makes Pale Sickly (Indent. Prices 35c, Site 
and
The Old Standard .Grove's Taste sails on auk Saturday u a. m.
lees Chill Tonle driest out malaria I
gad bnilds up the system. Sold by all
dealers for 27 years Price 50 coats TUESDAY Night, Nov. 6
7.3c.
I lie Uraitletle event 01 thu season
Over 700 Acres in the Heart of I I'mWnts
Edward C. White
Mildred Holland
the Dark Tobacco Belt
A CLIENT of ours has placed with us what we consider one of thefinest opportunities we have ever had the pleasure of offering
the investing public. It is 706 acres of choice farm lands, situated
within three miles of Guthrie. Ky., in the heart of the famous Dark
Tobacco belt. The entire farm is in a high state of cultivation, thor-
oughly improved, under good fence, with a good yield of other crop,
Besides a Superior Grade of Tobacco, for which
the Owner Has Always Obtained Top Prices
On this farm there is one residence of six rooms, built in 1906,
and one nine-room residence, with large cellar under the kitchen,
large halls, finished in hardwood and built for solid comlort. It also has
Eight Good Tenant Houses, Seven Tobacco
Barns, Five Stock Barns, Four Acres of Orchard
It is adequately watered by wells, cisterns and branches and there
is no item of convenience or improvement omitted in the equipment
of the farm.
The Price for the Entire Farm is $21,200, or if
Desired we will Subdivide It.
We shall be glad to show the plat to anyone who might be inter-
ested in the purchase of this property, either as a whole or in part.
Just call up No. 127 and ask for Mr. Hollins.
H. C. HOLLINS
Real EstAtite and Cleneral Insurance
Telephone 127 ITrueheavt Building
Is le Romaefic Drama
THE LILY
AND THE
PRINCE
Prestilt4,(1 1,11 in tit/borate scale
with magnificent scenery, bril-
liantly beautiful costumes, correctI
furniture and artistic lighting ef-
fect...
The election retups will be re-
eeived by special agreement over
the Western Union wires and an-
nounced from the stage by Miss
Holland during intermissions
Ss mu Wale Motabiy It a. m.
Prima 23c, :,or. 73r, $1, $1.50
 ,41111111a1
D. H.
Baldwin & Co.
Manufacturers of
PIANOS and ORGANS
Sell on instsilments and
take old Instruments in
exchange.
DISTRIBUTING OFFICE
5 1 8 BROADWAY
E P Bourquin tuner.
W. T. MILLER & BRO.
Phone 104 I-a
E st•intrs1/1.!litiTlic !urslalyttlr:•14•1e
Itlee.lt,,,r art 1.
ritcm. It alert, •t•tt the tumors.
1•11.0, the I tehtt,t4 of obt t,, 8,•tt.,
1$1,,Iti. t‘. g,'.., Int,tar,! le
t ”ft I)t.W. Itittft, intri Is l'tie tint.
in -St I., onnistril fur P;',.. anti Itch
fna of . p• prorate trArt!, Et "11 ii,,, is
estrait .1.113. druirro•ot. by it Alt oft re- •
poet , t mice. tle Celli'e sati itil.05. 11/IlltaliFt •
114,",Ifil/111111cAlt l'rept . ri•••tiaa•thr,; i
1
bold by Denote, hotly it Co,
" • .".•" 4"
College Brand Clothes
Are not at all like any other clothes—they're special
in every way—different sorts of coats and vests and
differently shaped trousers. They're made for the
young chap tirth likes a touch of daring in cut and
fabric. The illustration above, reproduced from
actual photogsiphs, will serve to give you some idea
of their viviat style, their distinctive elegance. Just
as original in design as the custom tailor's beat,
they cost no wore than ordinary ready-made suits.
Come and see the clothes themselves i you wculdi
likk to know just bow attractive the ne lub cheeks
or over-plaids may be.
Priced From $15 to $30
igS9
tox, silatILNS GOMM owl
SP' 409 - 4151BROADWAY.
CHEAP
LOW PRICED
SMALL HOMES
Near city, fertile, high, dry land, in best neighborhood:
Have just platted into Iota of about five acres each the 240 acr,
(Williams) tract, joining the Pines landa'on west. Bounded
next to city by Perkins
Buckner Lane Road and
feet frontage on Buckner
graveled in front of
Hinkleville Gravel Road,
through the tract, so that
Lai
Creek and Pines lands between,
Hinkleville Gravel Road. Has 415s
Lane Road, said road just
this :and. Mat' 757 feet front on
and plat gives 40 feet cross roads
each and every lot fronts either ot,
these gravel roads or these newly opened roach. Most of the
lots front at each end on these roads.. No nicer Ilild In M,
Cracken county. MIA - 20 acres front on HinklevIlle road_ has
nice grove .of forest- trees on It and lays so as to make Ideal
residence sites.
Price on the Hinkleville road front is $100.00 per acre, of
which $10 acre cash and balance in monthly or quarterly paJ
meats running five years. All other lots 165 acre on same
terms. While these prices are uniform, there is difference IT:
desirability of lots and first customers get choice. Come
and see plat and list men who have taken dozen lots before I
could get the parcels staked off. For home or Inv" estneent lot;
you lose opportunity if you fall to take this. On one lot is new
5-room house which is priced at $800 additional to cost-of
land at $65 acre. ,
W. M. JANES
Trueheart Building
Old Phone 997-r
SUBSCRIBE FOR THE SUN
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FIREMAN JUMPED
AND WAS INJURED
Other Members or Crew Eseap
ed When Train Left Track
Engine and Fees Freight Cars Left
Track at Haley Yesterday
Afternoon.
TRAFFIC WAS LONG DELAYED.
Firs man J. F. Grace was injured,
an engine smashed and 10 box cars
damageki in a derailment due to the
spreading of rails at ileley station,
00 miles east of Paducah on the Lou-
isville division of the Illinois Cen-
tral, Sunday evening at 6:06 o'clork.
The wreck delayed traffic for ten
hours, and the night flyer. No. 101,
due from Louisville to Memphis at
G o'clock p. et_ passed this morning
at 4 o'clock running ten minutes in
:),Ivance of Na. loll, as the first sec-
-on of the latter train.
The derailment was the fourth sec-
tion of freight No. 171, in charge of
Engineman J. McClure, Fireman J.
F. Grace and Conductor Werner. At
the south switch at lisle,y the engine
left the tracks. Grace Jumped and
inJured•his shoulder in alightfng. The
engineer jumped and escaped in-
juries. Ten cars followed the *to
giro. The local wrecker was rent up
to clear the tracks.
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Palmer—V. J B'uw, Louisville J.
F. Halbach, Chicago; M. Horn, St.
Louts: C F. Gilbert, Chicago: S. R.
cassidy, Louisville. H. T. Atter, Cin-
cinnaU: J. J. Hegel, New Orleans; S.
Frearstorf, Baltimore; J. L. Gaod-
win, Philadelphia; Conn Lien, Mur-
ray; J. W. Howe, Cairo. III.; 0_ D.
Fielding, Holyoke, Va.; F. M. Curtis,
Nashville; W. W. Wallis, New Or-
leans; J. M. Goldman. Chicago; A.
P: Church, Ne.aliviMe,
Belvedere---H. E. Denton, New
York; W. F. -Cabell, Louisville; W.
E. Kasen; Zeashville; Harold West,
New York; t- 5. itammond, Chicago;
II. W. 'Mb% Loulaville:.1r. P. Ken-
nedy, Kansas My; Bart Wilbur,. New
York.
Mrs. Austin's Pancake flour Is
best of ell. A fresh supply now or
hand at Lauf...eiokerb
Expert Accountant
g Will post, examii,e, sys-
tematize and audit books by
the day, week or the job.
Terms Reasonale
John D. Smith, Jr.
111111 Frailest killing.
LEE LINE STEAMER
Steamer Georgia Lee
LeavesCincionati Novem-
ber 7 for Louisville, Evans-
ville, Paducah, Memphis
and all way points.
Through rate to Helena,
Vicksburv, and Pine
• Ark., artiviug Paducah
urilay, November 10th
O. F. PHILLIPS, Agent
Both Phones 1153-A.
••••sumg11111MIIIV 
Copy for our next di-
rectory will close Octo-
ber 30. All additions
and Crianges must be re-
ceived before this date.
You arc commercially
lost if your name is not
listed.
East Tennes-
see Te leph one
Company
•
Williams, acting cashier of the Mi-
ttens' bank, committed suicide witbi
• shotgun rn the vault of the bank
hi. morning. It is claimed he suf-
fered with temporary insanity, caus-
ed by lameness trouble. Funds of the
bank are said to be all right.
A Test of Wes.
The honest good will of the world,
honestly won, is the beat practical
test of your conduct in life.—The
%met:Iran Magazine for November.
J. P. Morgan has just paid $4,00•0,
ity on an illuminated Bible and
nuscrl pt enclosed in the box with
i4 book. The manuscript is the (nig-
Al warrant for John Bunyan on
•• charge of heresy The treasury
ents abroad p:aeed a value of $25.-
10 on the Bible, and King Edward
said to have been Morgans comfits-
-or in the sale.
Dr. Frederick A. Cook, who a few
weeks ago announced that he had
reacted the top of Mota McKinley.
is now asked to corroborate the
statement Prof. H. C. Parker, of
Columbia Univertity, who was with
the party last summer, believe* that
recent reports are unreliable.
Rev. Edward Everett Hale, D. D..
celebrated last Sudiy,a half century
in the pulpit of the South Congrega-
tional Society of Boston. Among his
listeners at the anniversary service
were a few who attended the instal-
Delon exercises fifty years ago.
In spite of their years. some men
refutes to grow old in journalietic
work Andrew J Huntress, of the
Haverhill Gazette, celebrated his
eightieth birthday this week by going
to his desk and doing the usual day's
'work.
"I received a letter yesterday
from that pretty Boston girl."
"What did she stiy!"
"Don't know yet; I'm having the
letter translated."— Chicago Jour-
nal.
Boards and He
itugg•••1
r z
CHHINTIAN ESKI1410\ MitidiNG
And With Hint About 11113,0410 of the
Danes' Stoney.
Chicago, Nov 5.--indemnity com-
panies yho stool sponsor for Chris-
tian Eskiliton, the supreme treasurer
of the Danish Brotherhood of Ameri-
ca, were officially notified toda) by
Preallent Voght, of the order, that
ffisktleon is missing There is aan
apparent shortage in his accounts of
about $1-5,000.
Cranoey Hearing is Ou.
New York, Nov. 5 - The eccle-
siastical court of revtew of the see
end department resumed today it
hearing of the appeal from the de-
cision of the diocesan court, in the
clioeetse of Weigel-LI New York, which
convicted Dr. Aigeruon S. Crapsey,
rector of St. Andrew's Episcopal
church, Rochester, of heretical
teachings. Dr. Crapsey was convict-
ed at Batavia. N. Y., last April. The
appeal was first heard two weeks
ago and' the court is now sitting to
prepare its 'decisions. .
Shortage in Hake. Supply.
San Francisco, Nov. 5.- -The pres-
ent year is a record breaker In the
raisen business in California. Fifty
per cent, of the estimated output of
Valencia and Malaga raisens that
compete with the California product
was ruined. A great raisen crop, it is
said, was expected in California. The
grapes grew, but mysteriously they
lacked in sneer. This caused them to
shrink.
Cuts Od Daughter,.
Washington, Nov. 5.- The will of
Wm. Scully, otherwise known as
"Lord" draft. raid to be the largest
owner of real estate In America, was
filed here today for probate. The
document was executed April 22.
1901. All his lands, none of which
are outside of the United States, are
devised absolutely to his wife E.
Angela Scully. Mr. Scully totally
disinherits his daughters, Mar, Julia
and Kathleen
Auto Ia River—Driver Missing.
Wilkesbarre, Pa., Nov. 5 --An au-
tomobile owned by J. V. Harvey, of
Scranton. was found this morning
partly submerged in the Susqeehan-
na river at the foot of a high em-
bankment. It is believed it plunged
over during the night Harvey was
seen driving the machine last night
and as he is missing today it is
feared he was thrown into the river
and drowned
••••••
Youthful Mtledervrs.
Indianapolis. Nov. 5.-'--Guy White,
ten years old, and his Meter, Selina,
sixteen years old, wanted here for
the alleged killing of Fred Miller.
twelve years old, September 14. were
eoptaredi eviler swum um*1 their
grandmother in the hill. near Smith-
s-Ole. Deicers walked six miles
through the woods to find the cabin.
sr,
PRESIDENT GOES
TO PANAMA CANAL
As Soon As He Ham Voted At
Oyster Bay.
General Eles-olon Eu Nearly Every
State it. lb.- Union Holds the
Interest.
FRENCH GOVERNMENT PLANS
•
The forecast for the present week
follows:
The elections Tuesday all be na-
tional in scope. Besides the selectioe
of the national house or representa-
tives, nearly every state in the union
will choose Its governor or other
state officials. In all, votes will be
cast in 42 states and three territo-
ries. In 23 states the legislatures to
be ehosen will elect rnited State-
senetors.
President Roosevelt will g,, •
Oyster Bay to 'vote Tuesday morning
and immediately afterward will re-
turn to Washlngton to board the na-
val yacht Mayflower, which is to
Lake hint to a point off Wolf Trap
Light, where he will embark on the
battleship Louisiana for his trip to
Porto Rico and Panama. The presi-
dent will be accompanied by Mrs.
Roosevelt Surgeon General P. M.
Riney of the navy. M. C. Latta, the
president's assistant secretary. and
Lieutenant Frank T. Evans, son of
Rear Admiral Roble, tr. Evans, who
will act as the president's personal
aide. The president expects to reach
Colon Nov. 18. The Louisiana will be
escorted by the eruisers Washington
and Tennessee.
The meeting on November 7 of
the national assembly at Cettinje
will 'mark the beginning of the par-
liamentary system of government
for Montenegro which was proclaim-
ed by Prince Nicholas on December
19 last.
The French parliament which ad.-
journed October 25, owing to the; In.
completeness of the ministerial dec-
laration, will reassemble today. The
par:iamentary program of the new
Clemenceau cabinet is understood to
include the purchase of railroads
and mines by the State, reforming
the system of courts martial, aboli-
tion of the death penalty, a scheme ,
for An incomOtax, complete enforce-
ment of the church and state sepa-
ration law and the creation of a
state monopoly of petroleum and al-
robot
Virginia Hainturai by Liner.
Norfolk Nov 5 - The United
States battleship Virginia was ram-
med in Hampton Roads today by the
I •rutrudeid Bet% Penliner Monroe, from New york with
freight and passengers. Both boats WAN Quickly
were considgrably damaged. The Resort to
Monroe landed hex oaaseogers here Snakes of the poisonous variety
hurriedly. The Virginia steamed during the past several weeks have
quiekly to the navy yards. been discovered under the Illinois
WA TAIL
Central caboose shops. but h.• morn-
Salem, Ind , Nov. 5.— Charles 
Cashier Shoots Ilhoself. Ing a 'possum aka captuted by Spen-
cm: Matthews colored.
Matthews saw something protrud-
ing from boards laid over a wheel
lathe.
"That look's to me like a •pos-
aum," Matthews excitedly declared
to fellow laborers, and immediately
boards were flying.
Sure enough, a big 'possum was
there crouching in one corner of the
pit with his mouth open ready to
light for liberty. Matthews had
caught "possums" before, and soon
had his.te1Me bagger.
"Sweet Were and 'possum fo' me
tonight," Matthews jubilantly de-
clared wiping his Month lo expecta-
tion of the feast.
Mies Winstead Maid of Honor.
Mlle- Marie Cates, of Jackson,
Fenn., and Mr. George Tinker, of
St. Louis, will be married Thursda
night at the First Methodist Church
of Jackson. Miss Lillie May Witt-
stead, of Paducah, will be the maid
of honor. It will be a yellow and
white wedding.
Miss Cates is an attractive and
popular girl 'who has Visited Miss
Winstead In Parfitcah and made
many friends here, Mr. Tinker is a
St. Louis millionaire.
Defective Flue,
The Nos. 2 and 4 fire companies
were called to the residence of G.
•Fondave, Ali Jarrett street, Mechan-
icsburg 'Sunday morning at 11:310
o'clock. The titmice is owned by Wal-
ter Scott and caught from a defec-
tive flue. A few shingles were
burned.
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the code of
ken by alleged "boodlers" in theirI
fight against a San Francisco newsi
paper whit h has been fighting them.,
The law in question requires that
any article attacking the honesty or,
Integrity of anyone he signed by
the writer.
A farmer at Richmond KY-
fered to give the Young Ladles' Mis-
sionary society of the Presbyterian
caurch all the corn they would shuck.
in one day, and the society managed ,
to get away with about eight barrels,
which was sold on the street, bring-
ing about $25.
Wireless telephony was given a
successful test yesterday when fish-
ertnen in the fleet off the coast 01
assachusett• were communicated
with from the shore and informed
as to the market prtce on fish.
PXDUCA131 110V.ENINC i?st •
1852
leo earlar000 rrrecessitell
Established 54 Years
THE LARGEST RETAIL LUMBER PLANT
IN THE SOUTH
The Only Plant in the Ciiy Owning Their Saw, Planing Mills and Dry Kilns
All Kinds
!louse Building
Lumber,
liardwood,
Oak and Beech
End Matched,
Hollow
Backed, Bored
and
Polished---
our own make.
40140.-
Steamboat
Lumber,
Yellow Pine,
Oak
and Cypre,s4
in lengths
from X to 55 feet
Rough
or
Dressed.
Langstaff-Orm Mfg. Company
Inorpc,rsstrcd
Both Phones No. 26. 438 South Second Street
NEWS NOTES FROM SUNDAY PAPERS
a forgotten eertion of anti: Monday.
California has been ta• Gov. Magoon has ordered the
plot ment of strong bodies of rural
guards In Cuba to suppress maraud-
ing Hands.
PI:
Like Paducah Water.
That Padnrah has the best water
furnished her to drink is born, •••ti
by statements, of Illinois C•
trainmen. As evidence of the
tliey think about it, the Pullmii
diners are supplied with drInk:n -
water from the hydrants at Paducah
daily.
The Tome Wunder
Cures all kidney, bladder and rhe-
matic troubles; sold by J. H. Deb
schlaeger, hot Hroadway, Dr. E. v
Hall, office 2926 OlTle street, F.'
Los. Mcr
, And no Man realizes what a
Celebrations in honor of the asset a wife is until he has o.
pendence of the—republic began in,casion, to put his property in hei
Panama yesterday, aid wi , eontinuttname.
-
•
THE R IVALS
Scene (nun "A Ragged illertal" ,et The Kentucky Tonight.
If your foot is tired put on a "Dorothy
Dodd" "bench made- shoe. It saves
fatigue.
$3.00, $3.50, $4.00
Lendler 6 Lydon
Phone 675, 309 Broadway
DR. J. D. SMITE. ef Poducatt
Anti-License Prohibition Candideto
for congress..
The way to kill an
ev11 is Is shoot It to
death with your vote.
The way to perpetu-
ate an evil is to reps-
late, restrict and pro-
tect It with your vote.
•
IF YOU WANT THE TRAFFIC DESTROYED
I WANT YOUR VOTE.
"4-1"-Lr----" PENNYROYAL PILLS iztomissions, areas° rig"Ire°11246W Varit7eL• ' ' or and lowish "paiuof menstruat7on." They are LIVE SAVERW' to girls.'womauhooall, aiding development of organs and body Noknown retneiy for WOnlen equals them Cannot 'becomes a pleasure. $1.00 PElt itoX Ely %oh(by d "OT7"8 (--i 'A I. Coe. Cliesegood. pit I..IV A.LveY a Altr-firrer -G. r. C. hot.n. PADUCAH, NV.
e •
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AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY
BY THE SUN PUBLISIIINOCO.
introit ATILD
q. ilelt3IIKR. President
• , )", (leneral Manager.
Si liScRIPTION MATES.
Entered .t the postoffice at Paducah.
Ky., as se‘ont1 class matter.)
'ruts DAILY Al N
137 carrier, pm -r wer..k 9 .10
Mall. pet month. In adywnat  .40
snail, per )tar. IiiadvaYice  4.50
Too wie.seULY st
l'er year. I' niall. postage paid.. .93.00
Address Tilk: slteN. Padu•sh. Ky.
Deice. 115 South Third. Phones 358
Payne at Young. Chicago and New
York representatives.
THE SUN can be found at the follow-
entkplaces:U. ch•mentS & CO.
Van Colin Bros.
Palmer Bootie.
John i Itrini.11.
ire 
3143\0%1, OCTOBER S.
e CIRCULATION ST A, TEM E NT.
tettesete-1006.
1  .:010 17 3932
2 .3891 18 3935
3 .3963 19 4133
4 .3963 20 3933
e .3986 22 4476
6  ..311e0 23 4490
8 .3963 24 4536
II .3955 25 4032
10 .3953. 26 3949
11 .3959 27 3942
12 .3977; 29 3925
13 .39791e 30 3941
lii  .3960N 31 3929
16 .3925 ,
Total 108.495
Average for October, 1906....4018
Average for Oftaber, 1905....3612
Increase •
Pereonaily aeirrM 'for
this Nov. 1, 1906, E. J. Paxton, gen-
eral manager of The Sun. who af-
firms that the above statement of
the circuletion of The Sun for the
month of Oct., 1906, is true to the
beet of ht.• knowledge aud
PETER PCRYEAR, Notary Public.
ely commission expirea January
22, 1908.
Daily Thought.
"The succeed which is achieved at
the cost of honesty is absolute fail-
ure." /
BF:PUBLICAN VIVI TIGIEBT.
City Judge-leinniet W. Bogle%
Akkrmen.
0. B. Starks, E. E. hell. John Far-
ley, W. T. Miller.
tenant:flutes.
First Ward-John W. Bebout.
Second Ward-J. M. Oehlschlaeger.
Jr.
Third Ward--H. S. Well*.
!mirth Ward-H. W. Katterjohn.
long term; F. S. Johnston, short
term.
Fifth Ward-Samnel A. Hill.
Sixth Ward- It S Barnett.
School Trolleys.
First Ward-J. J.
Second Ward-J, K. Bendurant.
Third Ward-H. C. Hoover.
Fourth Ward-Dr C. G. Warner.
Fifth Ward-Enoch Tarbre and
John Murray.
Binh Ward- Capt. Ed Farley.
SPLEEN NOT LOGIC.
Epigramatic, In, naive.
original, vague- -altogether charac-
teristic-was the last studied effort
of the little Daily Negator yesterday
to down the park hoed proposition
and the fire btdrant contract-Lend
this was the refrain, always this,
drumming into the ears and reed
and nostrils of Its readers a term,
Which Hearst through has cartoons
and vItuoeraeve genius has made
one of opprobrinin to the in
--corporatious. '"Thie corporations
of Paducah work 'fiend In hand."
And at the nisteetwad. directly over
the refrain we' quete, are written
large the words;
REG I ST le It NEWSPAT' E It COIL-
PAN Y.
Ilucorperitted.)
That is a statute* of the deceitful
language employed, not is convey to
the sentreir logic41 Argument against
the latificatiun of the .coatraut and
the authorization of the bond Issue-
Besse you, no. But to arouse a feel-
ing of hestility in the Minds of those
who have been fed on Hearet liter-
ature: have had trouble with a rail-
road company, or have Aitined their
idea of the few-eons and charAteer
of corporations by sitting on juriests
and listening to the harangues of
lawyers in ito•rfmrldi 111j11r damage
suits.
This paper has he attack to make
*gaited or In behalf of any corpora-
tion, it is for the water contract.
because It means a saving to the peo-
ie of Padtleab. During thee whole
campaign we have not had occasion
to meet a single 'sane argument
against the ratification of this con-
tract. This Is stated as a fact, with-
out equivocation-there has not been
a *Ingle argentine offered against the
contract. We ask you to carefully
weigh this stertetueut. repeated for
the sake of emphairie. and Investigate
Its accuracy.
The question is asked:
If the park bond and water
contraet are good things for the
corporations, how Can you figure
It out are also
things for the PeoPle!
We hare no information that the)
will be of any benefit to any corpora-
tism other Gran the municipal cor-
poration of the City of Paducah.
The quotation Is a sample of the
kind of fight being waged-appeals
to unreasoning prejudice; pat declare
tion and cleverly worded question de-
signed to arouse sentiment and pee-
supposing an argument Gust has never
been made. No foundation has ever
teem laid for the aseertiou that ani
private corporation wie be benefited
by either •ProPollithel•
There is no c.nrporatIon for the
contract or for the park bond issue,
as far asowe know, except the Stun
Publishtug company and the Demo-
crat Puldtehlros compaii,*. There Is
only one vorporat.on actively again'si
them, that we know of, the Register
Newspaper company. The wily cor-
poration that poesibly could be di-
rectly interested in the park queestios.
is the Peducalt Traction company,
and since it has a park of its own
to which it hopes to carry people OD
its ears, and sluice these neighbor-
hood parks are desigued for the ben-
efit of those who cannot afford street
car fare every day to the open air,
it can have no lutereete to be sub-
served by the patio;
We have been endeavoring to 'se-
cure an expreeefou regarding the at-
titude of Ilon. Hal Corbett on the
park bond and water contract Presume
iu Vain. He eats he is, nee4 for cor-
porate troultrol of affaire sk yet he
is the principal speaker iu favor of
both plepueletues.
efayor 'Neer and rimer Ma). Or
Laug both claim to he municipal own-
ership men and the) Insist that the
ra(ificsitiou of the contract and the
etvitiug,, of patter will aid that
o
The park hood teem. has been thor-
oughly explained through the papers
and at three meetings held for that
perporee ii) the park commissioner',
uretuberes of the general COUDCII,
MAyor Teeter and Hun. Hal Corbett
The ;mule propooted Is Of $100.04J0 to
run fur 40 years. The bonds will not
all be issued at once, but each year
as Iwiny as the estimated expense of
the year'', operations call for. They
will not bear Interest until issued, of
'muse. The legislature has need the
tax rate for pkrk purposes at 5 cents
on the Illsro. It matters not what
any one says about the "gang at
Frankfurt," the nee Is fixed. and
wrli pity between $e.000 and 16.00)9
annually into the park fund. This
will be converted into • sinking fund,
which will wipe out the bonds at ma-
turity and pay the interest. The
*ewer 'mark bond plan was originated
arid elaborated by the park commis-
eionere and as to their integrity
Mayor Yelser will vouch. We irre-
solute there is no criticism to be made
of the character of Mayor Yeteer's
appointee*. The only purpose of the
park commisaioners was to complete
the park ayeteru in two or three
years tuetstad of 20 or 30. The hoods
will not interfere with the issuance
of all the bonds -the city need, for
constructing a water plant as it is
entitled to an additional 2 per cent
eri top of the original constitutional
allowance.
good
A- to the water contract -listen:
The water contract is shrewd-
ly and skillfully drawn, and a
sop thrown to the people in the
way of a alight reduceon in fire
hydrant rentats.
If you woted turn to another page
of that same Issue you would find
that the "slight reduction" la "44,-
1ee per annum. and for the ten year
period $44,500. For each of the last
eight years 11.010, or of $52,080 for
the entire eight years." Thus we etve
that the "alight reduction" is $96,-
630.
That Is a mere bagatelle, perhaps,
and set when we hear a man discuss-
ing a question so flippantly and em-
ploying stet deceptive language, in
spite of hie protestatioae of "always
standing for the people" we can not
help wondering what personal motive
is behind his conduce
If that contract is ratified, the
city claws the way for It to in-
stall its own watt. plant.
On Oreeber 28 the same
said: .
If the company was disposed
to deal fairly with the city, why
did It not come out and toy that
in tiro years from now the elty
has the option to buy the Plant,
and therefore. we are willing to
make a contract for that length
of time, and not ask for eigh-
teen years.
Now. If that paper le so anxious
that the city should build a water
plaht, why is it me eolieltIous that the
company stipulate. that in two years
the city may purchase the plant!
The truth Is. that no sane man, hon-
°rely, expects the city to build a wa-
ter plant. no matter how enthusiastic
he may be on the question of Muni-
cipal ownership. The deterior-
ation of the streets, the damages to
city and private propene, the ex-
pense of anteing trenches and laying
pipes would amount to hundreds of
Ihmetande of dollars.
Another bit of information that has
three times been shim elated in The
Sun and as carefully coaeealed by,
tbe oeposete,up paper e, that the con-
tracts for ohly leti of the 411 hy-
drants , have 'Opined. All Me (Shuns
will roe lor":21.1 years front the time
the herimerta were installed. The
most 'A thmis were leetelled -in re-
cent Teiaar The opposition paper has
%Aid that foe obvious reasons no one
wouleetifInk kw( constructing a munic-
ipal water plant, while a contract ex-
ists with tbe Paducah Water com-
pany. Opnitequently there le uo
possibility of the city build-
ing a municipal plaut for
eight-sees or twenty years,' anyhow,
because these contracte for recently
installed hydrants will run for that
length of time. These contracts con-
tinue at the old rate, and the first
150 will continue from year to year
at the option of that company at the
original price, $40, instead of $15
each annually. The new contract
consolidates them at the reduced
pree.
paper
Now, we have not heard a word of
argument against the contract from
those who favor purchasing the
plant. The frapchise detaile the man-
ner In which that may be done, and
no contract will abrogate that feat-
ure of It. Whenever the city desires
to purchase the plant, according to
the terms of the franchise this con-
tract will bettene null and void, the
city will take over all outstanding
contracte of the company, and this
contract with the city will rest be con-
sidered in 'mating the value of
the plant.
The new I& atrAct was arranged at
the instanee'ef Meyer Yeeser and the
general commie who made the best
puseible terms with the company and
safeguarded .he city's intereets in it.
The only peasible change the eon-
tract ciao %make in the existing condi-
tion of affairs is that the city win
:aye an atetage of $5,teset annually.
We dou•t care what your opinion
Is of the Paducah Water commute.
the Realism- Newspaper company or
any other corporation. The Sun is
advocating the water contract aud
the park bend Mew, because, as a
newspaper it has a duty to perform
in taking a stand on all public ques-
tions, and is advocating these two
propositions because they are obvious
iy and Incontrovertibly fur the bene-
fit of the city and taxpayer.
Do you want your parks now or
twenty years from now?
Do you wish the city to purtha
aster at 112,675 a year or $8,220 a
year?
Quoting from the speech of the, as
yet, unvilifled Hal S. Corbett, we con-
clude:
"There is no question about the
advisability of the perk system or,
the water contract. but it is a ques-
tion Whether the City is sufficiently
advanced In its ideas to want parks
and a good contract."
QUESTION
For several
Ole I AXATION.
utelerefuod tribunal in Ite relation to
society. Judge Puriear has inside an
ere-envitt judge. lie VI its defeated
for the uoutinatiou by Dave Crowe
in whose behalf the plea is made
that he has been a hard working poli-
tician at the polls. E. W. Bagby
was unateroolisly nominated by the
Republicans and induced to run he
Democrats. It will not do for right
thinking people to shirk their re-
alise:liability In this issue. Those
whose interests will be eubserved by
the defeat of Judge leagby. are
working might and main, and spread-
ing false reports about hint. He is
not running In the interest of any
hobby of reform; but jute to give
the people au administration free
from taint,
Of all the iniquitous; doctrines ever
enunciated the worst politically is
that every man who participates in
a primary must support the ticket
nominated, no matter bow gang rid-
den the primary might have been.
A voter goes to the primary of his
party when • representative citizen
is contesting for the nomination
against a machine tool. The voter
goes for the express purpose of doing
his best to save his party (tons the
clutches of machine rule. Machine
methods prevail and he is expected
to vote for the tool of the gang, no
matter how able a man may be the
candidate against him. Must party
regularity thus be elevated above
good ettizenship? Such method un-
der the present system of primary
election would undermine the gov-
element.
A local Democratic newspaper says:
From a moral standpoint, Pa-
ducah reaped benefit in • change
from a Democratic general coun-
cil to a Republican general
Yes, end we can say that from a
financial etandpolat the city benefited.
Taxes' were redured and improve-
ments tirade During the whole tom-
Deign not a eeliable bee been uttered
against the 'honesty and integrity of
the members of the preemie general
council. Are they worthy of your
approbat Ion'
There is not an office up for the
disposition of the people of Pedneell
at this electiou that weuld afford an
oppertunity for the instenbent to
eonstruet a machine. The offices all
are legislative and judolal They
can at best offset the exe•titive de-
partment and its appointees, and thus
prevent any sort of contbfoetion in-
inrical to. the interests of the Oil-
Th.eae t;Usiness men adopted reso-
lutions favoring' the fire htdrant
contract and the park bond issue:
George C. Wallace, fee. Dreyfurts, H.
C Rhodes, Harry Meyers. B. H.
Scott, A. J Decker, Ben Wellle, W.
weeks The Sun has P. Hummel, W. I.. Bower, Roy L.
been urging an expression regareing-f'eiley, Ed Bringhurst, Wallace
the course of the general Council la Weil, William Ftradilhaw, Jr.. Dan
reducing the tax rate and saving ex- Fitzpatrick and George YI Goodman.
penses amounting to over $13,000.
The gauntlet has not been taken UP.
Now, that it is too late for this pa-
per to reply before the election,
watch the party organ come out withi
claims of a deficit in funds for the
tiara: year, based on a report of coll
lections for the calendar year. There
will be no deficit, except in the hos-
pital department created by a for-
mer booed, that the general fund
will not take care of. The general
council reduced the tax rate and
the voter has a right to assume that
any candidate, or his organ, attack-
ing the record of the general council
on the tax reduction. favors an In-
crease in the rate. Remember this:
If the present general council Is re-
turned, the tax rate will not he in-
creased; there will be no deficit at
the end tit the fiscal year, and appro-
peation for the ensuing year will he
just as economically looked aftee
The Demoeratic ticket stands for In-
creased taxation.
Remember there is an election
and a primary. Republicans who
mistake the primary booth for the
regular election booth may be de-
ceived into losing their ballots.
Make inquiries and find the right
place to vote.
We have heard no denial from the
Ilea or pen of Dave Cross that he
held a meeting with negro Voters at
Seventh and Adanis streets. Mr. Al-
ben Berkley denied that Dave Cross
met them in a church, a Plaee which
never was hought of for a motneat.
tr
Coming from a Democratic paper
Gee is significant.;
A city judge Is to be elected
and he holds offiae for the meet-,
three years. The pollee 'ciiitrUTI
the most Important court in the
city in matters municipal. The
eonduct of that eosin means
lunch to the people of this city
The question of good government
is lacteely settled before that
tribunal, hence every citizen
'Mould inquire into the qualifi-
cations and fitness of the can-
didates.
There us le Leibt of the truth of
it. A ward politician, who has had
much to do in the rut:vessel' manip-
ulation of the floating vote, must be
more or less under obligation to in-
dividuals of this claes. lelir not well
for any judicial officer to be on too
intimate relations with the offenders
who conic before him. Over 100
prisoners every month fare the police
jedge Most of them are of the class
that prey on society. po you wish
a man liethere who has had dealings
with them at the Pelle! 80file of
them are first offenders, some un-
fortunate{ and victims, of environ-
ment. Do out not want a man of
refinement and 'sympathy to deal with
theme and make of them better eh-
teen? The Police court Is a little
•
Do not let the opponents of the
park bond 'rang confuse it with other
matter* It stands forth as the idea
of tbe park commiesioners for the ad-
vancement of the city. It is merely
anticipating the work of 20 years
without extra cost.
Do you favor honesty and faithful-
netts in office? Then vote for the i-an-
didatee for re-election_to the general
council. If you wish to Put the eternal,
of disapproval on business methuds
In municipal affairs vote against
them.
Why was the meeting at the
court bowie Saturday night adjourn-
ed so quickly when cries of "Dr.
Mtirrell, speech," were raised?
Didn't want both sides discussed.
Friends of the park bond Issue
and fire hydrant contract must not
forget to vote for them. It requires
a two-thirds vote, and every ballot
(-stunts.
Stand by the schools of Paducah.
The Republican candidate? .ttee Pledg-
ed to a platform for the beet Inter-
eets of the schools.
No matter what your sentiments
are, toe are less than a good &l-
een if you do not vote them.
Park bonds will not interfere
with the purchase of the water
plant.
•
Parks attract the atteation of vis-
itors, Visitors advertise a city.
Redeem the waste Ousel' in the
"Idle Adel& %soberness'** eeeekdilleffis
THREE SERMONS
PREACHED AT TRIMBLE STIM•'.ET
METHODIST CHURCH. *
Eire* Sunday Service, Well Attended
at Temple lereet Yesterday-
At the Churches.
epees/prom,'
Three fine services were held yes-
terday at the Trimble- Street Metho-
dist church, where a revival has been
in progress for two weeks. The Rev.
J. H. Witt, of McKenzie, Tenn., who
is assisting the pastor, the Rev. W.
W. Armstrong, in the series of meet-
ings preached yesterday morning on
"The Church Organized" and at
night on "The Church Commission-
ed." Both were strong and pertinent
sermons. Mr. Witt is an interesting
preacher. Services were held in the
afternoon for children.
Tonight the subject of Dr. WIWI
sermon will be "The Church Empow-
ered" and tomorrow night "The
Mode of Baptism." The revival will
continue until Wednesday nigheand
possibly longer. There are services
eaeh afternoon.
First Sunday Service.
The first Sunday service was heel
yesterday at Temple Israel and was
attended by a large congregation.
Rabbi D. Lovitch preached a sermon
appropriate to the occasion. These
services are designed as only supple
mentary ones. 'The regular Saturday
morning and Friday evening servi-
ces will still be held.
Dr. J. R. Henry.
The pulpit of the Sixth and Ken-
tucky Avenue Presbyterian church
was filled yesterday by the Rev J
R. Henry, D D., of Nash•Ille, Tenn..
formerly dean of the theological fac-
ulty of the Cumberland University at
Lebanon. Tenn. Dr.Henry is a strong
preacher and was heard with inter-
est.
The "Reformation Festival" was
celebrated yesterday at the German
I.utheran church, with communion
both morning and evening.
The Rev. 3 S. Pate, of Bowling
Green, filled the pulpit of the Second
Baptist remelt yesterday.
REPUBLIC t N MAJORITY.
Demos:rate Have Hopes of, Reducing
it is Wyoming.
Cheyenne. Wyo., Nov 5. - In Wy-
oming the campaign has been short,
but the Democrats have made an
aggressive fight on reform lines, at-
tacking the Republican organizations
on economic proposition's. Accusa-
tions of graft in. the, state adminis-
tration have also. been made. The
state has been overwhelmingly Re-
publican for ten years, but the Dem-
ocrats hape to reduce the customary
Republican majority on the state
ticket this year. The choice of United
States senator is involved. Senator
Warren is the Republican candidate
to succeed himself.
H.IS DIAMOND HINE
Company to Dig Oat Gen* !trent-pole
ated In Kentucky.
Frankfort, Nov. 5.-Carter
county, Kentuck), is to have a dia-
mond mine, or. rather, diamonds will
be mined for to that county. The
Kentuetcy Transvaal Diamond Mieleg
company, of that county, with $100,-
000 capital stock, filed articles of in-
corporation here today. One stock-
holder, J. 8. Rice, Is from Porto
Rico, while the others are from Porte-
sy events' and Kentucky. Carter coun-
ty Joins Elliott county, where the
diamond "signs" have been seen and
discussed for several years and where
prospectors have been digging for
some time.
Sweaters and Leggings
For tie Boys
See the big line of sweat-
ers we are carrying, in all
the popular colors, for the
yieniftitstors, brief& nuh
colors and good, well made
garments at 31.50 to 82 30.
We also show big lines
of Children's leggings, the
largest in the city, 81.25
up.
lorL.CriargiCAL
4timmlig: it.;1121:4: 
Park Commissioners
The $100,000 Bond Issue.
The law creating the park a board
was introduced by Lexington, Cov-
ington and Newport, the other second
class cities of Kentucky. They have
parks now, and wanted provisions
for their maintenance, so the pros-
pects of it ever being repealed are out
of consideration, as those tows*
would certainly fight any such move
very vigorously.
Therefore, if, under the law, we
are to have a park board, let us make
the best of the ophOrtnelte. &Ad es-
tablish a system of parks NOW. for
you and yours, instead of waiting
twenty or more- years.
Under the law, the counsel Is to
assess Sc on the $100 for parks,
which with Paducah, now, Jo $5,000
a year. As the city grows this will
increase.
The $D1e,000 bond issue was con-
ceived as a measure to give us now
as much money as we would get un-
der the law in twenty years. if we
waited.
The cornmeeloners will establish a
sinking rued, depositing in It the
money received from the city each
year, and the bonds paid off with this
fund when due.
They will be for forty years, and
will bear 4 per cent. interest only.
Absolutely no other appropriation
will be asked from the city for the
parka. All the expense of buyiag
the parka, maintaining them, the in-
terest on the bonds, and every item
of expense will be cared for out of
this issue.
Therefore, your taxes won't be- in-
creased one cent, regardless of what
any one may tell you. You will have
to pay the Sc whether the bonds are
issued or not.
ant, what is the tax, Sc! If a
Prefite_man has a home he values at
$3,e100, he pays $1 a year for the
Palts. He would pay that in ear fare
alone, in one week, if he took his tarn
lie to Wallace park.
It is our plan to pet a park where
ever they are wantest One will be
In Mechanicsburg as well as in
all the localities.
Remember these facts and if there
is any other point on which you want
further information any member of
the board will gladly give it.
The -issue is for all Paducah, and
in the interest of no one more than
another.
The board of park commissioners:
.DR. D. G. MURRELL,
H., C. RHODES.
CHARLES REED.
GEO. W. WALTERS.
EDWIN J. PAXTON.
DETECTIVES ARE SPOTTING ELECTION
AND REGISTRATION LAW VIOLATORS
At a meeting .qX tilts eeseoi
campaign committee recently,
special conimIttee wait appointed to
see after the enforcement of the stat-
ute which prevents interference with
voters, arid private detectives were
employedto report all violations of
the law that provides a penalty for
Interference with voters in city elec-
tions.
Section 158.5 A. of tn. Kentucky
statutes provides that any person who
shall unlawfully prevent or attempt
to prevent any voter from casting his
ballot, or who shall intimidate or at-
tempt to intimidate any voter, me as
to prevent him front casting his bal-
lot. shall be deemed guilty of felony
and shell be confined ii the peniten-
tiary not less than one year nor more
than five years for each offense. Aad
the fact that, ,the offender Is an elec-
e9.11/11X.
the violations of this law. **aloe
1691 of the Kentucky statute* fur-
ther provides, that said law shall be
liberally construed to prevent an eva-
sion of it by any sort of shift or de-
vice. The following are held viola-
tions of the law: Uelawfully per-
suading a voter to remain away from
the polls by bribery, or depriving
him of his registration certificate by
any sort of shift or device, or by in-
ducing him to lose or otherwise dis-
pose of his certificate The law Is s
exceedingly severe, and Provides ee,
against every oonceleabie scheme
that prevents a voter from casting
his vote, and further provides that
the offender cannot protect himself
under the claim that he Is an elec-
tion officer or other kind of officer.
SUSPICION RESTS
UPON OPPOSITION
(Continued From Page One.)
looked after In every !matinee.
For school board the same condi-
tion prehalls. The Republican candi-
dates come out squarely for the bet-
terment of the schools, regardless of
the personal Interests of any Indi-
vidual. The Democratic candidates
are silent.
Every Paducah teacher who ap-
plied is employed in the school,. The
Republicans are for home talent.
lor Lyell today issued an order re-
straining Mrs. Alice M. Byrd, the di-
vorced wife of a Crystal Springs mer-
chant, from injurer* the bushiest* of
hir'forrner husband. The writ also
restrains Mrs. Byrd, who is described
by her eretwhile husband as being a
regular "she devil," from parsing up
and down In front of his establish-
!Meat, making uncomplimentary and
uploattant remarks and telling pros-
pective customers that Dyed and As
associates are "frauds, "Meats and
thieves." Mrs. Byrd a few days ago
was fined $100 for assaulting the
sister of Herd and plated under peace
bonds.
State Primary.
The state Democratic primary'
comes off tomorrow. Both McCreary
and fleckham are (-miming the elec-
tion by small majorities. The same
may be said of Hager and Hays, with
Hager almjst a certainty All four .are
claiming the first district by about
8.040. Beekham has the best of It,
and apparently will carry McCracken
county.
In Louisville, the storm center.
which MeCreary was thought to have
by 5,0110 a week ago, Mayor Barth
with his police force and fire de-
partment, has switceed clear over to
Beckham, while the new papers are
thundering for McCreary. The race
is In doubt there.
The rare will be close, and a
claim of tote Is certain when the
winner goes under the wire.
The Beckham Claims,
The Beekham men claim that he
will carry McCracken county by a big
majority. Representative Louis P.
Head and Harry Tandy, who are look-
ing after the governor's interests In
this county, have established head-
quarters In room 83 of the Palmer
Hotiee and all flay Sunday it was
thronged with ceders, friends of the
governor.
"We shall carry MeCracken county
by 500." said Mr. Head today, "and
the governor will carry the state by
at least 8,000 .to le Men. .We sure
well satisfied. with the campaign, and
can see nothing but victory"
"What do you think of the water
contract, and the bond proposition?"
he was asked.
"They both should carry," Mr.
Head replied. "I am heartily Or favor
of both propositions, as I appreciate
what they are to Paducah, and I think
it Is to the interest of every citizen
In the city to vote for them."
N11'81' NOT WALK BEFORE STORK
Merchant Iles Divorced Wife En-
joined, .laineng Ruin of Bushier*.
Jackson, Hine., Nov. 5.-Chancete
GIVEN UP FOR LOST.
Itarkentine Milton, Bound Front
Havana for Mobile.
Liverpool, N. S.. Nov. 6.- The
barkentine Milton, which is 40 J
verdue, from Havana for Mobile.has
een given up for lost In this port,
whetre she is largely owned. There
passageoidingrfly takes but six days
and the birke'ntine has been out 40
thly-s. 'She was in ballast. Capt. James
Maithorn eornManded the vessel in
the absence of Capt. McLeod of this
port, one of the owners.
The vessel was four years old and
was of 300 tons burden. She was
fully insured.
YOU OON'TaHaVe TO WAI:leery debt make. you feel better. Las Co.keeps 'oar whole Inside. right. Sotel as themastery • bark piss everywhere. Price So
The Rigors of Cold Weather.
Probably at no time of the year
does the physical condition of the
body demand more attention than
just at this season, the beginning of
cold weather.
Let the system be run down, or the
blood inmoveriehed to any extent and
the cold weather goes hard with you.
Naturally the thing to...do is to
get the circulation In gated order,and
the whole system toned up to stand
the rigors of winter.
Some physicians prescribe the dai-
ly cold bath, others seek recourse in
blood tonics and other stimulants,
but, probably the most rational treat-
ment of all la the Osteopathic, as
Osteopathy more quickly, and more
effectively rights the blood flow and
restores normal conditions than any
other known treatment.
Osteopathy is only a natural
treatment, a method of bloodlese sur-
gical manipulations to remove any
obtertletions hiterferIng with the pro-
per transference of nerve force, or
natural blood flow, or the other flu-
ids, to the organ or part involved,
tffieuld like to have you call and
let me tell of some Paducah people
whom you know well that Osteopa-
thy has done Much for, and also to
tell you What It will do in your par-
ticular ease.
My 'Ake hours are frialleek 14_12
and 2 te 3, 616' Bet-midway. Phone
1107. sm. G. B. PROAGIII.
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THIS pretty suit has just come in. The colorsyou may have it in are blue, green, brown,
red and black. This suit is beautifully braided,
tight fitting, made of good quality chiffon broad-
cloth and has pretty plaited skirt. The price of
this nobby and well tailored suit
is $35
We've just gotten another lot of those pretty
Plaid Silk Waists.
The gteatest
selection of
Fur Coats
ever shown
in Paducah.
trftpc(J
DADucP.
317 Broadway
A new let of
Cloaks j o r
children a t
S pec ia I
prices.
LOCAL LINES.
-Just received a shipment of
Stacy-Adams, Stetson, Edwin Clapp
and Douglass Shoes. Regular pric
$6.00; our price $3.75 and $4.00 at
Ike Cohen's Pawn Shop, 106 S. Sec-
ond St.
-Supt. Keebler, of the city light
plant, has finished the work of
stringing wiree and setting poles for
the thirty extra lights to be Installed
when the new machinery arrives and
the capacity of the plant is increas-
ed.
-Remember! When )uti buy coat
from Bradley Brothers you are buy-
Mg the very beat to be had for the
• money . Phone 33(1
-The Nes 1, 3 and 4 fire compa-
nies were called to a resort on Keo-
Wiry avenue at S o'clock Saturday
night. A carpet caught fire from the
Irate. No damage was done.
-Dr. Gilbert, Osteopath, 400 1-2
Broadwey. Phone- 196.
--Tomcrrow evening thle MeCritte
ken Ctiunty Medical eoetety will
meet at the °fere of -Des. Johnston
Bass and P. Stewart. The action of
life Insurance companies reducing
the fees for medical examination
will be discussed.
-Something new under the sun
Peter Pan Glove Supporters, at R.
D. Clements & Co.
-Ed Wilson, 15 years old, rode
his bicycle In Paducah Saturday af-
ternoon from Oak Station, 16 miles
front the city. He left the wheel in
front of the John Biros! saloon at
125 South Second street. The wheel
was stolen.
-Dr. J. V. Voris, dentist, 200
Fraternity building.
-- The pews for the new Methodist
church on Guthrie avenue have ar-
rived and Rev. T. J. Newell will
preach on "Higher 'Ale" tomorrow
evening at 7:30 Celoek, and a gener-
al rally will be held.
--Score cards 'for-tfte game Five
Hundred for sale at roe Sun office
at 25c.
--- Patrolman Aaron Hurley was
suddenly seized with neuralgia at
Stationery
A full pound of best
linen paper for 23c
Vine box papeterie, paper and
envelopes in bulk, tablets, etc.
Waterman's Fountain Pens
We usually have a few
stamps On hand after G
p. m. and on Sundays,
for the accommodation
of our patrons.
R. W. WALKER CO.
Ireerwersled
rnzuocusTs
fIt.4SrsuIN. NS Meese 115
Night Sell at Side Door.
the Illinois Central passenger station
at 3:30 o'clock yesterday afternoon.
He wad taken home at Tenth and
Ohio streets in a buggy and today is
reported better.
-It Is now time to plant fall
bulbs for spring blooming. We have
all kinds. C. L. Bronson & Co., 529
Broadway.
-Lee Berry, a colored helper for
Dreyfuss, Well & company, had his
right hand badly snagged by a nail
In a box he Was unloading from the
wagon. His injury was dressed in
Dr. Robertson's (Mee.
-Remember, we are the only deal-
ers In the city who can furnish you
the famous Big Muddy Carterville,
la., eosl. Phone 339 Bradley Bro.'.
-The office of the Palmer- house
has been moved into the front half
of the lobby so that the reconstruc-
tion may be otartlill hi! tine istriletitilf.
--City subscribers to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of their
papers stopped must notify our col-
lectors or make their requests di-
rect to The Sun offire. No attention
will be paid to such orders wheu
given to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
---A 10-pound-boy baby was born
to Mr. and Mrs. W. I.. Thompson,
1904 Guthrie avenue, last night.
-Educational ballots may be had
at the county court house from the
chunty clerk on appHeatton.
-The Academy of Medicine will
meet with Dr. B. B. Griffith tonight.
The subject will be "Ectople nests-
Hon." Diagnosis, treatment and op-
1 be discussed. Dr. L. L.
lecture on the Metric
erations
Smith wi
System.
-The Sun office is prepared to
furnish the very latest things In en-
graved or printed calling cards and
ineitetlens of any sort, and is mak-
ing special prices now.
--The three months' old infant of
Pearl Matthews, colored, died Sun-
day on the Husbands road five miles
from Paducah. There was no doctor
and Coroner Frank Raker held an
inquest. The shild Was burie-a tn the
county.
-When you order a rig from us
you are talking to one of the pro-
prietors or capable clerks (not a
driver or hostler) with 'ferries.- Ines
and fills the order at appointed
-Chief Engineer H. M Donald,
of the N.. C & S. L. is going over
the road today looking after bridges
and culverts. He is traveling in a
special train.
-Fire sale of wall paper. Kelly
& Umbaugh. All papers at half
price, 321 Kentucky avenue. Phone
665.
-For Dr. Pendley ring 416. •
--If you desire to aave z cents a
bushel, piece your coal orders be-
fore NoveinSer let with Bradley
Brothers. Phone 339.
--Our busbels of coal are no larger
than other dealers who give 76
pounds to the bushel, but no dealer
will give more than we do for your
money. Phone 339 Bradley Bros
-Five hundred score cards for
sale at The Sun offIce--twenty-five
cents each.
The cornet player is seldom cen-
sured for going on a toot.
Better a ;teeny given with ahmlie
than a dollar given with a frown.
When people sin It isn't because
they are an:Isere for the wages there-
of.
Instead of trying to heat his rec-
ord, the average man should try to
forget It
If you are looking for trouble all
nou Mitre to do is rub any man the
wrong way-Chicago New,.
People and
Piodiada** SWIMS
 Alien
--
l'artiett sending In siccountor of so.
slat etertaluments will please sign
them, as 'Flue Sun will not Publish
communications sent in that tor not
sigued.
Wedding of Mies Hand and Mr.
Haennian Announced.
The wedding bans of Miss Drusilla
Hand and Mr. Frederick C. Haasman
were published Sunday morning at
high mans at the St. Francis de Sales
Catholic church, The wedding will
take place on November 21.
Miss Hand belongs to one of Padu-
cah's oldest and most prominent fam-
ilies. She is the eldest daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Henry W. Hand, of
West Broadway, and her great
charm or persoality has snade her a
wide circle of friends.
Mr. Hammen Is associated with
Flournoy Bros., merchandise brok-
ers on North First street, and Is a
otitis man of fine business quallf1-
.-ations and standing. He is popular
socially with a host of friends.
Reception to Dr. and Mee. Newell.
The ladies of the various societies
of the Broadway Methodist church
will give a reception on Friday after-
&won from 3 lo ,5 o'clock in the par-
lors of the•elltireb, upstairs. It is a
farewell complimerut to Rev. and Mrs.
T. J. Newell and family whose going
from Paducah Is a matter of much
regret to the church whose pastor
Dr. Newell bas been for four years.
All the members of the church are
invited to be present and the various
ministers of the city and their faint--
Iles are also expected.
Champien-Dunn.
Mists Laura Champion and Mr. D.
A. Dunn, of Smithiand, were married
there Sunday: evening at 7:30 o'clock
at the home of Dr. H. H. Duley. Mr
Dunn Is the president of the Living-
ston County bank, which rece
consolidated with the State bank and
this is his second marriage. Both are
prominent In Smithland society and
their marriage came as a surprise O.
their Padurth friends. Drs. H. H
Duley. Jr.. and F. F. Duley, of this
city attended the wedding.
Mrs. SaPlowikest Recital Called In.
The Matinee Musical club which
expected to have Mrs. SapinellY. of
Louisville,. here In a song recital on
November S. bag just ,received word
Is very III sad cannot possi-
bly el the engagement.
The unavoidable postponement of
the recital will be a matter of deep
regret to music lovers throughout
the city as Mrs. Sapinsky's voice is
one of much charm and culture.
Mrs. Morrow and Wm Morrow at
Home.
Mrs. Sante Morrow and Miss Emily
Morrow have farmed invitations to a
reception on Saturday afternoon from
4 to 5 o'clock, at their home at Jef-
ferson and Sixth streets.
Cotillion Club.
The Cotillion club will tire • dance
at the Palmer Wednesday night. The
list is now on at the George Rock
Shoe company.
Mr. David Rittoff, the well known
iron dealer, Is out after a week's ill-
ness.
Harry, the little son of Mr. and
Mrs. David Rittoff, continues quite
ill of croup.
Mr. C. F. Rieke returned Saturday
night from a business trip to New
York.
Mr. and Mrs. Bomar Sweeney, of
Grenada. Miss, are visiting Rev and
Mrs. T. J. Newell on North Seventh
street.
.Mrs. William 0. Bailey, of Ionia-
Ville, is the guest of the Misses Rieke,
of Kentheky avenue,
Mr. 0 L. Gregory arrived home
Saturday night from a several weeks'
burliness trip through the south,
Attorney Charles K. Wheeler went
to Princeton this morning on profes-
sional business.
Mr. Joe Walker. general foreman
of machinery of the Evansville aid
Nashville divisions of the Illinois
Central, was In Paducah Sunday.
Dr. J. S. Troutman returned from
Boaz station this morning after at-
tending the bedside of a nephew who
Is seriously
Mr. Will Howe, of Cairo, was In
the city last night.
Mr. L. P. Holland, of the Ayer &
Lord Tie company. went to Central
city this morning on business.
Mr. Clarence McCord herr lieturned
to Paducah and accepted a position
with the Will Gilbert Drug cornpane
at Fourth street and Broadway.
Miss Opal Downs left last night for
Riverside, Cal.. to reside.
Mrs. R. Green and. daughter, 321
South Seventh street, returned Sat-
urday from Mayfield.
'Mrs. Clyde Turner, of North
Fourth street. is spending the week
In Murray, visiting her mother.
Mr James Hodge, of Henderson.
was the guest of Mr. Henry Rudy
Sunday.
I Mr. •and Mrs. Oscar Turner, If.
1
SOMETHING
YOU SHOULD KNOW
We want the people of Paducah
and vicinity to know that the most
valuable and delicious cod liver prep-
aration known to medicine is Vino!
Vino' contains all the medicinal
elements of cod liver oil actually ta-
ken from fresh cods' livers, but not
a drop of the utielesa, greasy oil to
upset the stomach and retard its
work, and to this is added peptonate
of iron ttonic iron.)
For this reason Vinol is recogniz-
ed throughout the world as the grea-
test health restorer and strength cre-
ator known to medicine, anti we du
not believe there is a man, woman
or child in .Paducah but what Vinol
will benefit them at this season of
the year.
Vino: creates health and strength
for old people, weak, sickly women
and children, nursing mothers, and
after a severe sickness.
Vince cures hacking coughs,
chronic colds, bronchlus, and all
throat anti lung troubles.
Try Visual on our offer to return
money if it fails, W. B. McPherson,
Druggists
Note- While we are sole agents
for Vinol In Paducah, it is now for
sale at the leading drug store in
nearly every town and city in the
country. Look for the Vince agency
in your town.
- -  -
Mayfield, are visiting In Paducah.
Mrs. C. C. Duval, wife of the
councilman, Is improving from an
attack of typhoid fever at Sebree,
Ky. Mr. Duval has returned aeter at-
tending her bedside.
Mrs. J. D. Threlkeiti has returned
to her home in Dawson. after visiting
her eon. Attorney L. D. Threliteld.
Mrs. J. L. Dunn, of leol CleY
street, Is visiting 113 St. Louts.
Mrs. T. J. Newell is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Richiard Dunlap, In
Paris, Tenn.
UNDERGROUND
WATERWAYS OF WESTERN KEN.
TUCKS- ARE SHOWN.
Interesting llosta Coarernisig This
Seellos on File In Departsitent
at Wafthingtott.
Washington. Nov. 5.-A valuable
anti intersting discussion of the un-
derground water resources of Ken-
tucky, west of Tennessee river is
contained in water supply and Irriga-
tion paper, No. 164, Just issued by
the United States geological survey.
The investigations made by the by-
drographic bradch of the geological
survey show that in western Kentuc-
ky the underground water resources
are lareely dependent on the local
rainfall. The springs and shallow
wells derive their supplies exclusive-
ly from the rain failing In their im-
mediate vicinity, while the rocks
from which the deep wells obtain
waters are supplied by the rain that
falls witlfin the state or In the area
just west of Mississippi river. In
only a few cases do deep wells pierce
the hard rocks that lie beneath the
soft seeds and clays. In water sup-
ply paper. No. 164, which may be
obtained on application to the direc-
tor of the united States geological
survey at Washington, D. C., are dis-
cussed the general conditions that
govern the ociurrence of water In
supply of underground water. These
general d1scuseions are followed by
detailed descriptions that show the
water conditions in each county, the
depth at which water may be obtain-
ed, and the height to which it rises
without pumping.
•
Tips.
NOW Di THE accepted time for
/ou to look about your Are and torna-
do lesurance. as fall and winter are
coming. Remember the old and re-
Ilable Friedman insurance Agency.
Ornce No. 128 South Third street. Of-
fice telephone No. 940. Residenee
phone No. 1681. We repreeerit wool
of the oldest and best lusurauce rota.
Vanier, which are paying their lone/
Promptly. We protect your interests,
and you better be safe than sorry.
Give us a call.
FOR RENT-One sine of store
428 Broadway. Phones 151$.
FOR DRY WOOD and kindling
ring old phone 1704.
FOR RENT--Room suitable for
Mere 801 South Third. Phone 222.
WANTED-Experienced cook for
general house work. 1145 Broadway.
WANTED.-.--Good boy to do house
work. Apply et The Sun office.
"-WANtED-Mbite girl for geueral
bowie work. Old phone 2282.
WE HAVE Fireman's Rubber
Boots at $4.00 the pair. None better.
Rudy, Phillips & Co.
FOR RENT-Five room cottage,
with bath 1036 Madison street. Ap-
ply Dr. P. H. Stewart.
FOR RENT-House at Tenth and
Jones street. Inquire of J. R. Mc
Clean,
FOR HAMBURGEKS and hot Ta-
males go to "Shorty's" 111% South
Third or 127 North Fourth.
--WANTED-A good girl to do
house work. Apply 1227 Jefferson
street.
FOR SALE--Mare, young, gentle
and sound, suitable for family use.
J. T Donovan, Phone 244 and 700
HICKORY WOOD-Phones, Old
443, New 598. Delivesed promptly.
S. S. Bell & Sons.
WANTED-Wood choppers. We-4
close in. See R. H. McGuire. city
scales.
FOR HEW!' --Stomps with or with-
eut bath, 126 South 4th street, also
furnished rooms. Apply 304 North
Sixth street. Old phone 1114.
-W-ANTED-To purchase bird dOg,
between seven and eighteen months'
old, trained or untrained. Address A.
J. Hogan, 122 Ky. Ave.
FOR RENT-Four rooms for light
housekeeping. All nioderu conven-
e-eyes; 601 North Seventh. Old
phone 569.
FOR R-EN-r-- 1 s 12 Trtnibie it-reet.
six room cottage, large yard and
stable. Appis -to 322 North Third
street.
Sioux Falls, S. D , Nov. 5. -flaehd
Couthier Commits Suicide.
ler Vandervoort, of the Lakeside
!
bank, hake Andes, committed suicide
this morning 1)V shooting. The bank
Is said to be In good condition. No
cause Is given for the act.
Married at Metropolis,
Shields K. Boyd, 21, and Annie
..V. Nally. 1$, of Grabamville. were
married today at Metropolis by Squire
Liggett.
Only the man who te never 111 can
wonder how doctors manage to make
a living.
The Prices Below Will Be
Made Until Dec. 31, 1906
Gold Shell Crown, 'air $340
Gold Fillings 1 00
Silver Fillings.   .60
Plate Fillings  .76
Bridge work. and all grades of
plate work guaranteed. Painless
extraction of teeth.
DR. KING BROOKS
DC NTIST . _
Sixth and Elrosadwasy
- FOR RENT - Small store room,
209 South Fourth street. for repairiew, died
shop or business. Only $15 a month.1
George C. Hughes. Phone 465.
POSITION W A NT ED---txperienc--
ed bookkeeper and cashier accustom-
ed to credits and correspondence.
Address X. Y. Z., Sun ogler
FOR SALE--Honsehold and kitch-
en furniture, good as new. tn use les"
than one year. Apply at once to 801
South Fourth street.
FOR YOUft. STOVES cleaned, pol-
ished and repaired. Brock Hatch,
802 Washington street. New Phone
11511.
FOR SALE-A brand new Oliver
typewriter, wide meaeure machine.
In perfect order, for $145 cash. The
machine can be seen at The Sun of-
fice at any time.
-I. R. -MO/WAN. blacksmith. 405
S. Third.. Old phone 4e7. Superior
work guaranteed. ExclesIve agent
for fore stone side wire Gres, the
best rubber_ tires made.
FOR SALE OR TRADE-- Gro-
cery doing a business of $30041
monthly, clean stock. Good brick
house, concrete floor, will be rented
to purchaser. Will trade for farm.
Address A. B. C., care The Sun.
CONTRACTOR WEIKEL-Mason'
ry and concrete work a specialty.
Office 126 South Fourth. Phone 490
Residence phone 1237. Prompt at-
IfiutIon to all estimates.
FOR RENT-Five room cottage in
good condition, 624 Husbands street,
$14 per month and water furnished.
H. C. Hollins, Trueheart Building.
Telephone 127.
FOR WENT-Five room cottage,
1212 South Seventh. Good condition,
$12.50 per month and water furnish-
ed. H. C. Hollins, Trueheart Build-
ing, Telephone 127.
WANTED - Stenographer with
practical office experience. Must he
correct at figures. !Ready position
and good salary. Address C..
Sun, stating previous position
salary expected.
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Hundreds of Homes
Are heated with  Hart's Alumi-
num oil heatersmThey are d
thing of beauty, a joy forever
Not to know about an Oil
Heater as a means of re-
ducing the coal bills it to
be without a knowledge of
one of the best methods
of home heating. Not to
know the Aluminum Oil
Heater is a piny, as it is
one of the perfect systems
of heating. They are per-
fectly safe, don't smell and
heat to A finish on little oil.
PRICES TO FIT
fiE0. 0. HART & SONS CO.
%%%%%% • \ \
DEATHS --A DAY
'11.
Mrs M Christie, 22 year. old,
wife of a well knowe traveling sales-
man, died yesterday at 524 North
Fourth street, after a brief Illness.
She was the daughter of Dr. Cover-
dale, of Deeattir, Ind , and had been
married but a few months. The
funeral services were held this morn-
ing, the Rev. W. R. ('ave, officiating.
The body was taken to Decatur for
burial
••••••••••
Mrs. Mary Dunlap.
"What de you mean by uelis
language befure me?" "Hu wine
deuce was I to know you wanted it
first !"-Ideas.
In Loudon on September 4 there
were 14 44,. registered motor .'s
Dr. Geo. Masgana
Veterinary Sergeos and Deaths.
Graduate of Alfortville Veterinary
school Paris, France: also Ontarie
Veterinary school and Detroit Den
tal college. Charter member of the
Ohio Medical Veterinary Association
Will treat scientifically with the
latest instruments and up-to-date
treatment all diseases of the do-
mesticated animals.
Mrs. Mary Dunlap of St. Louis, Calls promtply attended to day er
Saturday: morning of atom- night.
ach trouble. Mrs. Dunlop formerly Ogice with Thompson's Transfer
lived here and has ruern married Co. Both Phones 35/.
twice. She was Mrs. John Morgan
before her e•cond marriage. lithe Is
the niece of Mrs. Kate.oVan Pelt of
this city.
May Cristebgeld.
May Crutchfield. 2 years old.
daughter of Mrs. Tom Crutchfield, of
Illut Bridge street, died this morn-
ing of fever. The body will be buried
-tomorrow morning at 14) o'clock In
Oak Grove erruetery
Infant Son Dles.
The infant son of Mr. and Mrs
Henry Kamleiter of Third and Ad-
ams street died Saturday and was
burled in Oak Grove cemetery
houla M. Candlland.
Louis M Cornillaud. G years old.
for years well known on the market.
died this morning at his home, 1132
Nurth Tenth strut.
"TO MAMMA _IN HEAVEN."
roangsters Mend With Her to
Come Back and Bring Papa.
New York, Nov. 5.-- A letter ad-
dressed to "Mamma, In • Heaven,"
Caine to Atlantis- City In the mail
bag from Philadelphia last night. It
contained,- in a childish scrawl, the
Message:
"Dear mamma, please ensue and
see your boys, and bring papa, too.
We pray for you
(MORGIE "•
No clew is given to the home. of
the childish writers or their identi-
ty, and the letter will be forwarded
to Washington
Government to Aid Jape.
San Francisco, Cal. Nov. 5.-The
governfnent at Washington has ta-
ken steps to aid the Japanese of this
city in their fight to secure admit-
WANTED--To furnish desk loom 
sion to the public schools of San
in comfortable Broadway "
toe with_ Francisco. Attorney General Moody
out charge, to someone who will has 
instructed United States Attor-
occupy the same from 8:30 a. m. to ney 
Robert T. Devlin to lend his aid
5 p. in. Apply by letter to P. D. Q..it43.,_ 
Attorneys R. M. Fickert and
care The Sun. 
intiouji Mlyakawa, representing the
FOR RENT --Five room re-a-dentilkPin"e "Innilin"Y- 
In the injunc-
with all modern conveniences, a pot-  
proceedings in the eircuitcourt,
ceiain bath tub, hot and cold water.ttiti (+limpet the board of 
education to
sewer coanections, plumbing in good allow Jipanese children to enter any
repair, newly papered, In first-class of the schools of the city. District At-
condition in every particular, toasted torney Devlin refers all questions to
on a lot with a etable, carriage and, Secretary Metcalf, who is represent-
other outhouses, at 918 Monroe.
ing 
Prealdent Roosevelt here Dur-
Cali H. C. Hellion, phone 127, True '
ban . 
Ing :ilte Investigation by Mr Metcalf
the oiniuettion proceedings wisomd
TODAY'S MARKETS
Wheat- Open Cleat
Dec .. 74% 72%
Miss 79 78%
Dec.  % 43% 42%
May %% 41% 43%
Oats--
Dee. % .. 24% 34%
Park-
Jun,  13 95 13 92
Dee 
care
and
iimenelibe tie Aft
Jan.
Mar
Storks-
I C
L. & N.
U P.  
St. P.  
Mo P.
Penna.
Cop.  
Sruel.  
Lead.  
et15 V 70
11.90 9.78
  10.02 2.95
1.73% 1.73%
  1.14% 1.43%
1 . 83 Vs 1.83%
  1 .47 ln 5.47%, -
1.72% 1.72 %
94%
  1.41% 1 41%
1.11% 1.11%
1.56 1.56%
76 76 Y4
T. C. I.  1.61 1.61 ".
C. F. -t. 62% 53
U. S. P.  1 .07 % 1.07 14
U. S.  47% 47%
Local Markets.
Dressed Chickens-20c to 40e.
Eggs- 25c dos.
Butter- 20c lb.
Sweet Potatore-rier bu 50e.
Country Ham* -13c M.
Irish Potatoes- Per bit, (loc.
Green Sairaage- 6e lb.
Sausage-- 7e lb. 4
Country Lard-lle lb.
Tomatoes- 25e gallon,
Peaches-40e basket
Beanw--25c gailois
Butterbeane--143c. quart.
Celery ---35c dozen
Grapes-Vic basket.
Parsnips --$1.00 bit.
Green Tomatoes -5-0e basket.
Turnips- -Three for 10c.
....
PADUCAH GRAIN MAHE HT.
W4eat---68c bre
Oort--50c
New Corn--35e
Hay-From jobbers to retail deal
ers---Strict grades. Choice TIM,
$18; No. 1 Tim., $17.50, No 2 Tim.,
$17. Fancy northern clover $17.
Prom country. _wagons. et public qual-
ity alisiluni to very poor. $6 to $11
pot toe for V SIMS 'WIWI'S&
Immo. 
PAGE MX
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STUPENDOUS IS
WORK ON CANAL
Some Startling Figures About
The Panama Ditch.
In Cubic Yard-. the Task Takes dill
%umber. Its•yond (.ram) of Or-
illusory %find.
TISHEIttl'VLOSIS IN THE N.AVI
Washington, Nov. 5. -Some idea
Or the vas.tuess of the Panama canal
project Is ctinveyed in a circular is-
sued by the commission today for
the Information of prospective bid-
ders for constructing the canal. It
is stated that the quantities of ma-
terial to be removed and to be ap-
plied to the work of construction are
only approximate and even the loca-
tion and character of structures may
he changed
It is hoped, however, that exact
information will be collected by the
nye engineers who are charged to
estimate a reasonable cost and time
for completing the canal. The circu-
lar states under Separate heads the
rho-raiser of the work to be done.
The amount of excavation Is stagger.,
ing The summary shows estimated
excavation and structural matertat'
as follows:
"Colon section, 0.445,0o0 sublet
Yards; Mlndl, 1 enion.non yaras; Ga- t
tun locks excavation. 1,660,000
yards; concrete, 1,302,780 yards;
steel gates. 29,220,000 pounds; Ge-
tup dam, earth fried, 21,200,000
yards, Gatun regulating works ex-
cavation. 1.580,0o0 yards; concrete
189,000 yards; sluices. 5,000,000
pounds: lake section excavation. 24,-
000,000 yards: Culebra excavation.
39.000.000 yards; Pedro Miguel!
excavation, 6.835.0u0 yards:Pedro
Miguel lock excavation, 1,170,000
yards; embankment. 1,100,000
Yards; back fill, 390,000 yards; con-
crete. SIS,S12 yards: cast iron.
732,000 pounds, steel gates, 19.-
500,0no pound.. Lake Bose section
excavation, 1,1;s0.000 yards; Bose
locks excavation, 1.430.000 yards:
back fill 950,000 yards; concrete,
992.1100 yards; cut stone, 600,090
yards; brick, 14.000 yards; cast
1.2141,00it pounds; steel gates,
37,1110,000 pounds; IA Boca dam,
1,2eosnyo. tardy, .Cerosoldlosia dim.
5,297.000 yards: Panama bay exca-
vation, 8.628,000 yards.
Geese Plh Ilinreeee 111111101.$1e.
When you are eatiM1401 trit$ Nor
success, you will begin to wither.
shrivel up.
It pays to appreciate and to be ap-
preciated, at the same time VI stay
on the grouud.
Statistics show that groat mental
eerkera are, as a rule, bag-lived. Ac-
tivity. is conducive to lottgevRY. '
If you talk poverty, think teiverty,
and act poverty long enough, you
will be convinced that there is noth-
ing but poverty for you.
Whoever uplifts civilisation is deb
though he die penniless, and future
generations will erect his mono--
rueut.
The most daugerouslorce in this
country is the fortune with no char-
acter behind it.
There la a groat difference betwoen
a wish and a dogged reeolutiou, be-
tween desiring to do a thiug and de-
tertuiuing to do it.
You cannot hope to accomplish
much in the world without that com-
pelling enthute•ainu will" stirs your
whole being into action.
There are a great many semi-inva-
lids in this country today. who could
Probably be cured by the right kind
uf work, mental or physical, because
they are Invalids mentally before they
are PhYsisallS•
l'oe.tieuoder Robbed.
G. W. Fouts. Postmaster at River-
ton, La., nearly lost his life and was
robbed of. all comfort, according to
his letter which says: "For 20
years I had chronic liver complaint,.
which led to such a severe case of
jaundice that eve* my linger nails
turned yellow; when my doctor pre-
scribed Electric Bitters, which cur-
ed me and have kept me well for 11
years." Sure cure for Biliousness.
Neuralgia, Weakness and all Stom-
ach, User, Kidney and Bladder de-
rangements. A wonderful tonic. At
all druggists, 50 cents.
A Football Enthusiast.
W. J. Clotbier, the tennis cham-
pion of America, said at a dinner in
Philadelphia:
"Tennis is all very well in Its
way, but what is the excitement--
what is the enthusiasm of tennis J. T. Harahan, Edward H. Marriniancompared to that of football! Per-ICornellus Vanderbilt, Robert WC-haps von have heard of that Penn- ton °octet, Charles A. Peabody, We-sylvanla guard who, coming to at thisiter Luttgen and John W. Atachingend of a football game, whispered loss.
to the physiciau over him:
"'Did we win, doetor!'
"'Yes, hands down, the physician
answered
"The guard flushed with joy.
" 'Never mind that fractured
thigh, then, doe,' be mild. 'Just take
these broken teeth out of my mouth
so's 1 can holler ' "—Chicago Amer-
ican,
FIGHT TO FINISH
FOR I. C. CONTROL
Comes Off Wednesday Between
Fish Anil Harriman.
Latter Will Put Harahan at Head of
System if He Wins With
the Directore.
WANTS ININIEDIATE CHANGE
Deaths reheat Appendicitis,
decrease in the same ratio that the
use of Di King's New Life Pills in-
creases. They have you from danger
and bring quick and painless release
from constipation and the .1Is grow-
ing out of it. Strength and vigor al-by medical officers to check it. The
l ways follow their use. Guaranteedannual report of Rear Admiral Rix- is 1,
ey,surgeon general of the navy,maJel'Y 
druggists
 25r.
 Try
 them.
Public today, shows that In 1906 Mei
On the Road.number of tuberculosis cases in thel
It was a few days after the exami-service woe 213. or 6.1 per 1,000. In
1896 the ratio was only 3.2. Practi-
I nation. The French class had just
received their papers, and foundrally al: the cases are pulmonary to- them corrected with the usual meth-bercultesis. The deck force, mess at-
od of H for honor. C for creditable,tendants and cooks were most af-
P for passed, and so on. Today hon-fected and the machinery force came
ors prevalleff, and accordingly mad-next. More careful examination of
•rnoiselle beamed. Tapping lightlyrecruits is urged by Admiral Remy.
on her desk, "ah, bow you havewho also suggests that greater care
pleased me! Such encouragement!must be taken In isolating tubercle
iQuei plaisir! I feel you are all uponWills rages. HP anignra that men
the road to H!"— Lippincott's.- whose work keeps them below decks
should be required to Like exercise
on de k regularly.
Tule-mule-leis In Navy.
Tuberculosis has made alarming
Inroads upon the navy, and marine
corps in spite of the measures taken
A Mountain of Gold,
could not bring as much happiness to
Mrs. Lucia Wilke. of Caroline,.Wis.,sew tire w tie 
as did one 25c box of Bucklen's Ar-When a man MAY. lie Alway• was
Id- winter--what v.,oulti you thins
idelptroubled h wit a cough that lap- nica Salve when it completely cure.'
If • should say tie never was sick a running sore on her leg, which hadsinee using Ballard'. horehound Byrn), .__.Ruch man Plant.. Mr. J. (7 oark tortured bar 23 long years. Greatestrhyme ont. writes- -Fee years I was antiseptic healer of Piles, WoundsIrciubled with ci severe (-noun thatwould last all winter. This lnifh left and Sores. 25c at all druggists-Ine in a nilnyrablo condition T trl...IBollard s horehound Pyrup- and MY',not boa a Fisk day since. That', what "You fellows may find it all right"It did for me"
tkod by an d igs.sts. said the man in the corner of the
smoking apartment, "but in my bus-
"Archie is fairly going crazy over Diem I eagl take people as I find'his new automobile.•' "That's strange them."
Every time I've seen him he has been "What is yOui btlailleglii?" askedgoing crasy under it. "—Chicago Tri7 the man whose suit case was covered• .• 
with
"I'm a photographer."--Cleveland
Press.
If You Need a
HAIR BRUSH
See Our
$ 1 . 0 0
Special Imported Eiglist Bristle.
On sale for one week
only.
McPherson's
Drug Store.
THWItal la NO BEASON
Why your bal.) should he thin. ant.,eetful during Ito. night. Woltms ate
ocutise of thin. sickly babies. It Is
ilural that a hollthy baby ithOubl
p well If your baby
.1 iii It., food don't experiment
cores and other medicine.,it try a title of White's Cream Ver,
rittu,gatid you Will 160011 see your
baby luiye ,olor and laugh en it should.
1•01,1 by .11 druggists.
"Were you sticeessful with your
first case'!" asked the lawyer. "Oh,
yes." replied the physician "He had
his life insured for $5.000 and his
widow paid the bill without a mur-
mur. '
BIC CH 4 RITAJP14111
To your horses as well as to yourself
V1,11 need not stiffer from stains of anyvort- your horses need not suffer. Try
a bottle of Itrillard'a Snow Liniment
it corm' all pain.. 3. M. Roberts,
Itakersneld. 1de, writes. "I have used
your Liniment for ten rears and find
It to bar tha_best I nave ever used formon or beast.-
Sold by MI drum:lats.
About the dearest thing on earth
is a cheap ma*,
chtcago, Nov. 5.—A New York
spec!al to the Record-Herald says:
E. H. Harriman has laid his mines
whereby he will hoist Stuyvesant
Fish out of the Illinois Central next
Wednesday, unless Mr. Harriman's
plans fail—and it is a matter of rec-
ord that few of 'hietplans go awry. J..
T. Harahan, second vice president 01
the iiiinois Central, is slated to suc-
ceed Mr. Fish. This disposes of the
possibility of Capt. Grammer, of the
New York Central lines, securing
the place.
Notice of the impending final bat-
tle came today, when call was is-
sued for a special meeting of the Il-
linois Central directors to be held at
ii: SO o'clOck -Wednesday morning.
But It will not be a bloodless battle.
In the final contest Mr. Fish will as
semble all his forces and If he goes
down it will be with colors flying, on
which are emblazoned "The Illinois
Central for the stockholders."
Poll of Directors.
Thst he will be defeated, however.
would seem apparent from a look at
the opposing forces. As nearly as rah
be made out at this distance, the di-
rectory stands as follows:
For Fish—Gov. Deneen. of Illi-
nois; Charles M. Beach. Stuyvesant
Fish. J. W. D. Cutting. John 13. oh
Astor and John C. Welling.
For Harriman—of against Fish--
John Jacob Astor Is In Europe. An
appeal has been made to Goy. De-
neen to attend the meeting and lend
his strength, but even with this ad-
dition the anti-Fish forces seem
strong enough to win.
Want Immediate Removal.
It. had been the general belief, at
least by those not in the inner eirs
cies, thst Mr. Fish would be permit-
ted to serve out his presidential
term It is said, however, that the,
situation was intoierable with Har-
riman as bead of the board and Fish'
at the head of the railroad. In the
light of this situation it was decided
by Harriman adnerents to seek an
Immediate battle and win a jictory
that would leave no doubt aisle who
is In control.
Fortunate Missourians.
"When i was a druggist, at Livo-
nia, Mo., writes T. J. Dwyer. now of
Grayeville, Mo., "three of my custo-
mers were permanently cured of
consumption by Di. King's New Dis-
covery, and are well and strong ta-
day. One was trying to sell his prop-
erty and move to Arizona, but after
using New Discovery a short time he
found It unnecessary to do so. I re-
gard Dr. King's New Discovery as
the most wonderful medicine- In ,v
Istence " Surest Cough and
cure and Throat and Lung '
Guaranteed by all druggists. l's's
$1 Trial bottle free.
THERJra NO 1 the
Talking, you can't lo.at 1-10rbinn for
liver. The greatest regulator
offered to suffering humanity 'suffer from liver romplaint. If
bilious and rrctrui its your 1
lierbin• will put it in Its prop.'
lion. A positive cure for Constipation.Biliousness. Dyspepsia and all ills ,11.1..t.) a torpid liver. Try a bottle and youwill never use anything else.S0111 Icy all oruggists.
"That's what it Is," said the man
who seemed to he thinking aloud.
"What 'tis that is!" queried the
party who wanted-to malre I 
logue of R.
"It La hard to believe a man is
telling the truth when you know you
would :le were you in his place." ex-
plained he of the audible thoughts
SoluscrIbe for The $ea.
PIPE SMOKERS
Will be interested in our mag
olliceni showing of line Pipes
and smokers' articles. .1 (1st as we
have gained the front rank by
making the hest five cent cigar
mold in the city—"M"—we in-
tend to make ourselves more
fully felt asThe Pipe Store of
Paducah.
Meerchaum Pipes, French !trier
Pipes, Smokers' Attica+
Sc I. $30
THE SMOKE HOUSE
222 Broadway
•
•
A.v
•
AN EXCELLENT STAFF
For declining years is a good substantial savings ac-
count, built up during the money earning period,
D posit part of your earnings week'y or monthly
in this bank, and at 4 per cent compounded semi-
annually you will soon have a snug stun to fall back
upon.
Begin today.
Mechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank
227 Broadway
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE
Real Estate Agency.
FI2E-ZE REAL ESTATE PRICE LIST
Fraternity Building. Both Phones 835
Shirt Bosoms Starched Right
Ever have your shirts returned from the laundry
with the bosom st,rched only in spots and with starch
daubed all around the neckband and sides of the
bosom?
We have a machine which saves you from such
annoyances.
No chance to daub starch all over the rest of the
shirt with this machine.
Let us demonstrate its value to you.
THE UP-TO-DATE STAR LAUNDRY
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.
TO LET
Several superior offices: on second 'arid
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices--
double offices especially adapted for dentists.
American-German National Bank
227 Broadway
YOUR FIRST THOUGHT
When dwelling nn the Plum 4 ig or Heating question is:
Who's the bent t) Aec ? As t our neighbor. Oftener than not
he will refer you tc
E. D. HANNAN
Plumbing, Heating, Gas Fitting
133 South Pourth 335 Kentucky Ave.
.3t11 Phones 201
CITY TRANSFER CO.
Now located at
Olauber's Stable.
We are ready for all kinds of hauling.
TELEPHOFIF 499
Subscribe for THE SUN and get the news
while it is news.
a
V.
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NOTICE
To Electric Light and
Power Patrons.
THE nature of the alternating
electric current supplying light
and power is to be changed very
shortly. This will effect all of our
customers having buzz fans and
small motors that are  attached to the
same wires that supply  light. If you
have either a small motor or buzz
fan we would thank you to advise us
immediately  in order that  we may
take the necessary steps to  adapt
your machine to the changed con-
ditions. 
The Paducah Light and
Power Co.
d111111011111M111•1111111111111111111111011•1111M11111` 
W F. Psx•roe, R. Rem-
President. Curiae'
P. Renee/in,
Assistant 4r:tighter
Citizen's Savings Bank
 t•d
Capital 
Sir p131. 
Stock holders liability
Total security to depositors.
$1C0,000
50,000
100,000
• • $258,000
Accounts of individuals and firms solicited. We appreciate
small as well as large depositors and accord to all the name
courteous treatment.
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
Open Saturday nights from seven to eight o'eock
Third and Broadway
Street Cars to Worten's Addition
in Sixty Days.
HOME'S EASY 1'0 CIL71-. Three to eight-room housesiii Worten's Addition at from poo to $1.250, Less than awn, of theimprovements. Cash or on terms to suit the purchaser. I havenot increased the prices on these properties over what they werebefore the procureme5t of the car line to this Addltien, but will doto as soon as the line ill;put in operation, which the company ad-vieeg me will be before Christmas. Now is your chance. ' You can'tafford to miss It.
J. M. WORTEN
Fratsarrilty Building.
Foreman Bros: Novelty Co.
 Lncorpor
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electr.ic plants installed.
Complete machine shop.
132.124 N. Furth St. Phones; 757
LP AGE'S RESTUARANT_ _ --TO--- - —
orF quick lunches. Short ordets a specialty. filive us a trial.
PAOU'S, !to South Third St
•
• 4roe-
•
•
MONDAY, OCTOBER 5.
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With Edged Tools
By HENRY SETON MERRIMAN
%ether et the Sewers." "Modems, corners "frees
  Use Generates to Another.- Eta. 
eopertani. 15941. by HARPER L. Deist- twit.
4111•11111•6•1111111•111•WM•1•11•111=WWw11111•1.
It is )1/St Mettilide that Meredith could it-owl-awe oáe orThe truelts rehd
at this time have had uo Meter mime the Invitation too much au pied de is
than Joseph. There was a military
discipline about the man's method
white' was worth more than much
feminine. pertuasion.
"Do y' know what I woniti like,
misfits?" be milted briskly of Marie one
evening.
"Well, I'd like to clap my eyes on
Mime Gordon just 11-stepping in at that
open door; that's what we want. That
sawbones feller is right when he says
the progress will be slow. Slow! Slow
ain't quite the word. No more ain't
progress the word: that's my opinion.
Ile don't eike no luteremt iii nothiu',
least of all In his virtue*, and a melee
in a bad way when he takes no In-
terest lu his victuals."
l'HAPTER XVIII.
Y the way, dear," said Lady
l'antourne to her niece one
One day. "I have asked
a Miss Gordon to cone' to tea
this afternoon. I met her last night
at the Fitinnannering's. She lives In
Loango end knows Jack. I thought
you might like to know her. She IA ex-
eeptionaliy ladylike and rather pretty."
And ternIghtway Mime tfilBeeht
Chyne went upstairs to put ou her best
dress.
We men cannot expeet to understand
these smell matters, these exigencies,
as it wore, of fetnaie life. But we may
be permitted to Dote feebly en misstate
through exatence that there are am-
nions when "comes put on their best
clothes ailtbout the desire to please.
And, while Millicent Chyne was actu-
ally attiring herself, Jorelyn Gordon, in
another, house not so far away. was
busy with that beautiful hair of hers.
patting bere, drawing out there, pin-
ning, poking, praising with all the eun•
fling that bet Omens tiosemeest.
When they met a little later in Lady
cantourne* imeonipromiltInglY solid
and old fambioned drawing room, one
may be certain that nothing was hest
"Nfy aunt tells me," began Millicent
at once, with that degage treatment of
certain topics hitherto held sacred
while' obtains among young folks to-
day, "that you know Lonngo."
"oh, yes. I live there."
"And you know Mr. Meredith?"
"Yin, aril Mr. Oacenl
"Ala yea," said Millicent unblushing-
ly. That was her strong point blush-
ing in the right place, Jun not in the
wrong. "Mr. °Want lie is remocieted
with Mr. Meredith, is be not, in this
harebrained schemer
"I believe they are together in It.
The sintlactne, yoU mean?" sald Joce-
lyn.
"Yes: the shnlacine. Snell a singular
nitric is it not? I always say they will
ruin thennielven soddenly. People al-
ways do, don't they? But what do you
think of tt? I should like to know."
"I think they rertelnly wIll'Inake a
fortune." replied Jocelyn-and she
noted the light In Millicent's eyes with
a sudden feeling of dimlike"'unless the
risks prove too great and they are
forced to abandon it."
"What leeks?" asked Millicent. (lune
forgetting to modulate her voice.
"Well, of course, the Ogowe river
is most horribly unhealthy, and there
are other risks. The natives In the
plains en/mounding the stintseine pla-
teau are ant/Monts:tie. Indeeds•ihe
plateau Was surrounded and quite be-
sieged when we left Africa." • ea
"Rut," cried Illtheent, "of course
something was done. They could never
leave Mr. Meredith unprotected."
"Yes," answered Jorelyn quietly,
"Mr. Owned wait up and rescued hint.
My brother heard yesterday that the
relief bad been effected."
Millicent smiled again In her light
hearted way.
"That Is all right" site said. "What
a good thing we did not know! Just
think, auntie dear. what a lot of aux-
lety we hare been spared:"
-"In the height of the season, too!"
Wd Jocelyn.
"Yes-es," replied' Millicent, rather
doubtfully.
Lady thsetottrne Was puzzled. There
was solnetiting going on which she did
not understand. Witten the sonnd
of the pleasant conversation there was
the etiquette of the foil: behind the
polite smile there was the gleam of
steel. She was rather sclerad to turn
at this moment and nee Sir John Mer-
edith entering the room with his usual
Courtly bow. He alvrays' entered her
drawing room like that. Ah, that little
secret of a mutual respect! Some Peo-
ple who are very young now will wed),
before they have grown old, that they
had known it.
Ile shook hands with Lady Can-
toilette and with hfillteent. Then he
stood with a deferential bier how,
waiting for the Introduction to the girl
who was young enough to he his daugh.
ter -almost to he Ills granddaughter,
There was rionietbing pathetic and yet
proud in this old man's uncompromis-
ing adherence to the lessons of hie
youth.
"Sir John Meredith MIPS Gordon."
The begihning -the thin end of the
wedge, as the homely saying has It -
the end which we introduce almost
every day of our lives, little suspect-
ing to what it mar broaden out.
"I had the ,pleasure of seeing you
last night." gild Sir Jobe at ones, "at
Lady Fitsmannerfug's evening party.
or 'at home:, I bailee we cell _t_hell
sste.."7"111111 raie f
Do You Want to Know
What You Swallow?
There is a growing sentiment in this
gauntry in favor of keens N/01 OF KNOWN
COMPOSITION. It is tint natural that one
should have some interest in the compo-
sition of that which he or she is expected
to swallow, whether it be food, drink or
ladRecogicilletzing this growing disposition
en the part, at the putilic, slid satisfied
Hutt the fullest publicity call Only add to
the well-earned reputatiee uf his 'fedi-
pipet, Dr. It V. Pierce, of Buffalo, N. Y.,
has •taken time br the foreitek," as it
were, and is we'll-thins broadcast a itst
of all the ingredielita entering int° his
leading Medicines, the -1.oltlett Medical
Discovery • the 114.11111.1r liver invigorator,
stomach tonic, blood purifier and heart
regulator; also of Ili, - Favorite Prescrip-
tion' for weak. teer - A orkod, broken-
dawn, nervous and invalid women.
This bold and utiesissen movement on
the pert et Dr. Piers. ha., by showing
emedy what his ilWe.. -k II. oW II medicines
are composed of, coin ih-tely disarmed all
harping critics who have lien,tefore iin'
justly attacked them. A little pamphlet
has been Compiled, from the standard
medical authorities of all the leveed
schools of practice. sheseing the strongest
endorsements by leading medical writers
of the several Inge-dist* which enter into
Dr. Pierce's medicines. A copy of this
little book is mailed :toy to suy one de-
siring to learn more -oncerning the valu-
able, native, medicinal 1,1411(4 which enter
into the composition of ie. Pierre's med-
icines. Address Dr. Pierce as above.
Dr. Iltdresea Pleasant Pellets are tiny, tug-
ar-coa anti-bill' us granule... They reg-
Vista anitoinvigontie Stonisch. Liver and
Bowels, not beget the - pill !Ishii." hut
Curti euhrtipatiou tt,,,• or is, earn day for
a laxative and reir,ilstor. i ill OW or tour tor an
active cathartic. tut,, I rust alexia in favor.
$5° ngigg GIVES AWAY. In eoples ot10.`""I' Tlic People., (,.uilmon "sense
Medical Advisee. • hos that bold to the ex-
tent of MOM ,oee-, a fee
gears ago, at 111.50 '"m'se,q
at year win it•ve Setts
150 worth .,f theae In v•I ua
• 1110o1U1. Thia tear se -.hall
give away SM),(100 worth .4
them. WM you sham iii 'tits
benefit? It ea. /wild otIly 21
Ons-eent stamps 1411 -40"..r ••,..t
Of Entitling only for I....1., ii,
stiff paper covers, or Mt .t a ti, 1,,
for cloth-honed. adu,....., D,
IL V. Plata Banal, 7s. 1
B. Ricaby, the treated manager of
the lath William 11. West, and now
the sole owner of the famous organ-
ization known as the Wm: H. West
enstrels Mr. West desired that his
organization continue, and his dear-
est wish was that his name should
live in ministrelsy. His keen fore-
sight was shown by the claws which
he inserted In his will to the effect
that Sanford B. ilicaby should al-
ways be retained as manager of the
company, for the business hoe con-
tinued at the top notch and prosper-
ity has smiled contluously, due very
much to the splendid programs and
brilliant perfermanees which have
been given each season. This organ-
ization will be seen at The Kentucky
next Wednesday, matinee and night.
Street parade at 12, noon.
Shot One Turkey.
Washington, Nov. - - President
and Mrs. Roosevelt arrived last night
from Pine Knot, Va., where they went
thednetelay last, accompanied by
Surgeon General RISC) and Private
Secretary Latta.
The president spent' the entire tines
It Pine lEttbt 111'014 wild turkea's
Saturday morning a start was made
at 4 o'clock and the hunt kept up
all day. It Was late Saturday after-
noon. however that the preeident ac-
('omplished hie desire. Hi, shot a
wild turkey, the onl) one shot during
the three class of bunting. 
Tisometimes happens that a man
wonders hqw his wife can he so
bright and cheerful the next morn-
ing when she has such an awful
headache.-Chicago News.
A pretty girl looks more so when
the right man tells her so. "Th
Nervous Women
Their Sufferings Are Usually
Due to Female Disorders
Perhaps Unsuspected
A MEDICINE THAT CURES
Can we dispute
the well -known
fsctthat American
women are ner-
vous?
How often dowe
hear the expres-
sion. "I am so ner-
vous, it seems as if
I abould fly;" or,
"Don't speak to
me." Little things
annoy you and
make you irritable; you can't sleep,
you are unable to quietly and calmly
perform your daily tasks or care foe
your children.
Chit relation of the nerves and gen-
erative organs in woman is so close
that nine-tenths of the nervous pros-
tration, nervous debility, the blues,
sleeplessness and nervous irritability
arise from •011111 derangement of the
organism which 'makes her a woman.
Fits of depreasion or restlessness and
Irritability; spirits easily affected, so
that one minute she laughs, the next
minute weeps; pain in the abdominal
region anti between the shoulders;
loss of voice; nervous dyspepsia; a
tendency to cry at the least provoca-
tron-all these point to nervous pros-
tration.
Nothing will relieve this distressing
condition and prevent months of pros-
tration and suffering so surely as Lydia
E. Ptukham's Vegetable Compound.
Mrs. M. E. Shotwell, of 103 Flatbush
Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y., writes:
"I cannot ex-prase the wonderful relief I
have experienced by taking Lydia E. Pink-
hones Vegetable Compound. I suffered for
a long time with nervous penetration, back-
ache, headache, lam of appetite. I meld
not deep and world walk the floor shnose
every night.
"I bad titres /oaten and got no bettor, and
life was • burden. I was sidebied to try
Lydia K. Pinkharn's Vegetable Compound,
and it has worked wonders for me.
"I alas well woman, my nereonsnws Is all
goes and my friends say I look ten years
Yo erultil."
Will not the volumes of letters faint
women made strong by Lydia E. Pees-
ham's Vegetable Compound convince
all women of its virtues? Surely you
eannot wish to remain stek, weak
gad diseouraged, exhausted each thq,
When you can be as easily anted hi
ether women.
lettre for my taste. They were so
Much at home that I, fearing to in-
trude, left rather early."
He was beginning to wonder why be
had been invited-nay, almost com-
nianded--to come, by an imperious llt-
tie note. And of late whenever Sir
John began to wonder he began also,
to feel old.
At that moment the door opened and
there entered a complex odor of hair
wash and perfumery a collar which
must have twee nearly related to a
cuff, aml a pair of tight patent leather
boots, all attachtel to and somewhat
overpowering a young mau.
"Ale lay dear Mr. Grubb," said
Lady Cantourne, "how gooir of you
to call so soon! Yoe will have 'slime
tea. Neillotut, give Mr. Grubb some
tea."
Then Lady Cautourne went to the
conservatory anti left Sir Johu and
Jocelyn at the end of tie long room
together. There is nothing like a wo-
man's instinct Jueelyn spoke at once.
"Lady Cantourne," she said, "kindly
asked me to meet you today on pur-
pose. I lire ut Lonnie.); I know your
son, Mr. Meredith, and we thought
you might like to hear nettle him and
about Loango."
"Yee." he said, with a strange hesi-
tation. -yes, you are kind. Of course
I am Interested. I wonder." he went
on, with a sudden chnitge of manner-
-1 wonder bow much you know."
"1 kuow." she answered. "that you
hate had a dIffereuce of opinlou but
no one else knows! You meat not
think that Mr. Meredith has spoken
of his private affairs to any one else.
The eiremnstanees were eseeptional,
mei Mr. Meredith tit eight that it was
hue to me to give Inc an explanation."
Sir John looked a little puzzlisd. and
Jocelyn went on rather hastily to ex-
plain:
'My brother and Mr. Meredith were
at Etott together. They met 'some-
where up the coast and my brother
asked Mr. Meredith to come mid stay.
It happened that Maurice was away
when Mr. Meredith arrived. and I dkt
not know who he was, so be ex-
plained."
-I see." said Sir John; "and you and
your brother hare been kind to my
boy. And I dare say.- he added, with
a seitnewhat lame attempt at eyelet:me
"that you have heard no good of me?"
But Jocelyn would have none of
that. She was no child to be abashed
by sarcasm, but a woman, completed
reel oerfeeted by her love.
"Excuse me." She said sharply, "but
that is not the truth, and ysin know It.
You know as well as I do that your
son would never Ray a word neatest
you."
Sir John was looking at her keenly.
his hard blue eyes like steels between
the limbless lids.
"You disquiet me." he said. "I have
a sort of' feeling that you have bad
news to tell um"
"No," she answered. "not exactly.
Stet it seems to me that no one realises
what he is doing out In Afrien-wbat
risks he is rannIng."
"Tell me." he said, &Awing In his
(Mate "I will not Interrupt you. Tell
me all you know from beginning to
end. I am naturally somewhat inter-
ested."
So Jocelyn told him. Aral what she
said was only a recapitulation of facts
4jsown to inch as have followed these
gee to this point. Suddenly be broke
Into 'the narrative. He saw, keen old
worldling that he was, n discrepancy.
"But," be said. -there Was no one in
LOango Connected with the scheme
Who"-be paused, touching her sleeve
with a bony finger "who ant the tele-
gram home to young Oscard: the tele-
gram calling him out to Jack's relief?"
-Oh," she explained lightly. "I did.
My brother was sway, so there was no
one eta to do it, you see."
"Yea, 1 see.-
Ahd perbaps he did.
Jelin took his leave. He bowed
over Theislyn's 'hand. and Millicent,
watching them tumuli, could see noth-
ing--no gleam of a Mutual understand-
ing In the politely smiling eyes.
"Perhape." he said, "I may have the
pleesure of mating you again?"
"I am afraid it is doubtful." She an-
swered. with something that sounded
singularly like exultation lin her voice.
"We are going back to Africa almost
at once."
And she, also, took her *nye of Lady
Cantourne.
• • • • • • •
One afternosah Joseph haul his wish.
Moreorhe he had It given to him even
as he desired. which dams not usually
happen We tire given n pert, or the
whole, so distorted that we fail to rec-
ognize It.
Joaph looked op from his worn and
taw Jorelyn coming Into the bnnirstow
garden.
Ile went out to meet her, putting on
his coat as be went.
"Row is Mr. Meredith?" she asked
at once. Her eves were very bright
and there was a sort of breathlesenees
In her manner. which Joseph did not
understand, ,
"He is a hit better, miss, thank you
kindly. But be don't make the prog-
ram I should like. It's the WeeknPitlt
that follows the malarlal attack that
the doctor has to fight against "
-Where 10 be" asked Jocelyir
IT° be sl! finoseet
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RI VA' R HEWS
River Stara,
Cairo  13.4
Chattanooga ..   3.9
Cincinnati   11.5
Evansville .. 7.5
Florence  2.5
Johnsonville 1.3
Lout:retie   4.7
Mt. Cams]  1.0
Naahalt.   3.2
Pittsburg   .5.5
Davis island Dam   5.3
St. Louis  7.0
3dt. ;Vernon  66.8
Paducah   7.5
The river is getting low. The
gauge registered a stage of 7.5 this
morning, a fail of I. in the last 48
hours. Business at the wharf win
lively this Morning.
With the biggest trip in months,
the Dick Fouler left at 8 o'clock this
morning for Cairo. The outfit of the
Misuse rt Construction company' ,
which was brouglit doen on the Hen-
ry Harley and .Ine Fowler from
17nlontoen, was being shipped to
Cairo. There were 00 mules and
horses, wagons and several dozen big
two-home whore*. A daring case of
horse stealing occurred at Uniontown
while the outfit was being loaded on
the boat, In plain view of the super-
intendent of the company, a man
came up to the drote of mules.
jumped into the superintendent's
buggy, whipped up the hone and es-
caped. A telegram this morning
from the sheriff said the horse and
buggy had been recover but did
not state whether the Was
caught.
The SARUM was late leasing St.
Louis-and did not arrive today on the
up trip to the Tennessee river.
The Bettor! also was late Arriv-
ing ' today from Nesheille, it is
thought because of the fog. TIM }Re-
tort! left for Clarksville.
The Joe Fowler arrived Sunday
night from Evantiv'lle and left todaY
at noon for the same point.
The Margaret went up the Tennea-
see river today after a tow of ties.
The Russell Lord will lie up for a
while at the island. The Inverness
left today for the Ohio river after
ties.
There'll be nothing doing at the
dry docks tit after Tuesday. The
Lizzie Archbold was let off the dry
docks Snnday morning and went back
to Brookport tosreaume towing op-
erations.
The ground Is being figed in at the
ways to raise the level Si) that work
can he carried on longer 'high wa-
ter.
The Henry Harley is tied up with
the Dunbar In the Tennessee river.
The John S. Hopkins did not get
away for Evansville till 8 o'clock
Saturday night.
0.5
0.4
0s1
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0.2
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Tkestriaal Neil/
Monde, Night ... "A Begged Hero"
Tuesday Nigni.....Miklred Holland, in
"The Llly and The Prince."
WetInetelay, Matinee and Night, Wil-
liam H. West Big Minstrels.
"A Ragged Hero."
De Cordova St Rhode's new sensa-
tional comedy-drama "A Ragged
Hero." by Maurice J. Fielding who
has already a half damn striking the-
atrical snecesses to his credit and
who has also an Intel-tuitional reputa-
tion for cieverness gained by his/nag-
e:tine, newspaper and other Moran
work, is the attraction at The Ken
tucky tonight. The Mary of the plat
II of intense human interest and filled
with heart Hirai', stirring advent-
ures and acts of selfmacrillee and
heroism.
Mildred Holland.
Crowded houses has been the rule
wherever Edward C White has pre-
eented _Mildred Holland in her ro-
mantic play, "The Lilly and the
Prince." The anticipation aroused
by the tremendous success achieved
by that splendid emotional actress in
New York, Chicago, Boston, Philadel-
phia and other large cities in the
United States, has not been a disap-
pointment, and lovers of higher dra-
matic. art have found an abundant nf
entertainment in the brilliant por-
trayal of the various characters which
carry on the story of the play. Miss
Holland's impersonation of the beau-
tiful Angela, daughter of the unfort-
unate Italian nobleman, who, through
the treachery of one of the officers
of the pope's court, suffers undue tor-
tures in the prison of Rome, is sim-
ple, pure and womanly throughout.
Miss Holland is supported by a
company of excellent players. For
the "Lilly and the Prince" Mr. Ed-
ward C. White has provided a pro-
duction which is a picturesque as
well as a massive one, and is sure to
call forth much praise when It willbe
seen herehat The Kentucky on Tues-
day night. November 6. By special
arrangement with the Western Union
Telegraph company the election re-
turns- will be read from the stage be-
tween acts
Minstrels eeedeeedee,
There has been much comment id
the theatrical world relative to the
signally enecessoful Career of Sanford
'WATER CONTRACT TO BE VOTED
ON AT THE NOVEMBER ELECTION
REPORT Oh' JOINT LIGHT AND WATER toNINIITTEE ON NEW CON-
nt.tt•T tHE CITV OF PAM (*ALI AND THE PADUCAH
WATER COMPANY.
Owing to the fact that the contract,
existing between the city of Paducahl
and the local water company for fire!
hydrants expires during the current
month it was incumbent upon the
general council to negotiate for such
service covering the remaining periott
which the franchise of the water
company still has to run, to-wit;
eighteen years.
After several conferences between
the Joist light and water committee
and the officers of the water company
a scale of rates for fire hydrants was
agreed upon by the committee and
the water company. These rates
have been embodied in a contract
which will be submitted to the gen-
eral couneil for ouch action as the
wisdom of that body may determine.
If the proposed contract is favorably
acted upon by the general council,
it must be submitted to the votes of
the city at the text election and
affirmatively ratified by not less than
two-thirds of the vote then cast upon
the question before contract be-
tween the city raid the water Com-
pany can be finally executed.
It is therefore worth while for the
voters of the city to carefully con-
sider the terms of the proposed con-
tract before casting their votes at the
coming elation, and if it appears
that the proposed centract is to the
advantage of the city, then to register
their approval thereof upon their bal-
lots.
In order that the voters may have
It opportunity to become fully ad-
clad regarding the terms of the pro-
posed contract a copy of the same is
herewith submitted which reads as
follows:
"Section 1. That the City or Padu-
eah, Ky., agrees to rent and does
hereby rent from , Paducah Water
company, its successors and assigns.
four hundred and eleven (411)
iouble nozzle fire hydrants now es-
tablished in said city for a period of
eighteen (18) years from the passage
and final approval of this ordinance.
after an election by the people as
hereinafter provided. The annual
rental for each of said lire hydrants,
which the city of Paducah hereby
agrees to pay for the first ten (10)
rears of said term, shall be twenty
($20.001 dollars and the annual
rental for the remaining eight (8)
years shall be fifteen ($15.00) dol-
lars, unless the said city shall sooner
purchase water company's plant, with
six (6) per cent Interest upon defer-
red payments. The payments of said
rentals shall be made as melded In
the original ordlnattee contract.
"Section 2. All additional hydrants
on extensions of mains that may be
erected hereafter by the Paducah
Water company. its successors or as-
signs, as provided in the original or-
dinance contract during the said
eighteen years, shalt be charged and
paid for as provided In section one
hereof; but at the expiration of ten
(10) years from the time this ordi
nance shall have been finally ap-
proved as set out above, all the the!,
fire hydrants shall he charged Sind
paid for at the uniform rate as above
Provided and the contract therefor
Ault expire at the end of the eighteen
years fixed in section one.
-"Section 3. Before this ordinance
shall become effec''ve it shall be sub-
mitted to a vote of the qualified
voters cot the city of Paducah. Ky.,
at the general election to be held In
said city on the 6th day of November,
1906, the said vote to be take-n In the
manner and as provided by law for
the stibmission of publichmtentheesehe
the voters of said city
"Section 4. This ordinance shall
take effect and Ia In force from its
passage approval and ratification by
the qualified voters of the city of Pa-
ducah, KY- and a written am:Treece
of its terms nd conditions by the
Paducah Water company flied with
the clerk of the city of Paducah. KY-,
within ten (1,)) days after the official
certificate of its approval at the popu-
lar election."
At the present time the water com-
pany has Installed for the use of the
city 411 fire plugs, which under the
old contract are rated and cost each
year as follows:
150 fire pings at $40.00..16,0h0.00
30 fire plugs at $30.00,.. 900.00
231 fire plugs at $25.0')... ,775.0'0
Total  $12,675.041
Under the proposed contract this
same service would cost the city but
$8,220.00 for each of the first ten
hears of the contract a saving upon
the number of hydrants now installed
of $4,455.00 pot' annum and for the
ten year period a saving of $44,-
550.00.
For each of the last eight hears
which the franchise has to rtin, the
cost for Ell hydrants etraiV -.be- $6,.
165', a saving to the ettg o $11,510
Per annum or of $52,011M top the
entire eight years of the 'fran-
chise, making- a total MINIM the
salqcity between tbe ',liking contriet
the proposed contract of $96,630.
There is nothing contained In the
proposed contract changing the rights
of the city or those of the water com-
Pliny under the original franchise.
The city still retains the right to pur-
chase the water company's plant at
the expiration of each five year period
in actordance with the terms of the
original franchise.
This committee has also compared
the rates contained in the proposed
contract with those in effect in t27
other cities for the 'same class of ser-
vice and finds the proposed rates low-
er than those paid by any of thee
cities. The approximate average co:
per hydrant in the number of cities
mentioned above is $48.
The rates referred to were submit-
ted by the Meal water company and
this committee assume, that the fig
urea are correct. The list of the
cities with the rate paid i each is on
Ale with this committee and anyone
desiring to verify the figures con
tamed therein may have the oppor-
tunity of doing so at any time.
It should also be berne in mind
that until a new contract is entered
into 'setween the city mid the water
company, that the rates charged un-
der the existing contract will main-
tain. The only alternatives offered
to escape from the old rates are
either to make a new contract or to
discontinue the service, the latter, of
course, being quite impossible.
Therefore this committee has no
hesitation in recommending to the
general council and to the voters of
the city of Paducah that the pro
posed contract be ratified
JOINT LIGHT AND WATElt COM-
MITTEE.
Broke Shop Record,
Blacksmith Lindsay Ise ke and his
helper, is D. Grimes, bloke the rec-
ord Saturday for making a set of
valve yokes In the Padu. ah Illinois
Central shops. They netatestne- yokes
in eight and a halt hours. Ordinari-
ly from to to 12 hours are coneum-
ed. This is the record in the shops by
two hours.
Water Supply Ii Short.
All engite.flieli 1111 Paducah
Nashsille and Evanstille dstricts of
the Illinois Central, have been nod
fled to take as little water at Prince-
ton as possible because of the short-
age In the supply. The water a
Princeton Is secured at a large
spring at the edge of town.
THE BIG FOUR
(New York Central Lines.)
THE REST LINE TO
NDIANAPOLIS,
PEORIA,
CHICAGO
And all points In Treatises and
Michigan.
TOLEDO,
DETROIT,
CLEVELAND,
BUFFALO,
NEW YORK,
BOSTON
Anti all points East.
Information cheetfnlly furnished on
application at City Ticket Office "Big
Pour Route," No. asfl Fourth Are,, or
write to
S. J. GATES,
Geti Agt. Passenger Department,
Louisville, Ire.
H. I. MIMS
Ages. Uhschastati, 0.lea. Paws.
JEWELRY
that will charm IBM delight the
Judge of fine gems. Bing., Brooch-
es, Ornamental Combs, Chains.
Bracelets, etc.
WAT(1112/1
tor Undies and tsentiemt n. In gold,
silver or gunmetal Cigarette Caere,
Match Roses. Cigar Cutters, etc. All
sorts of dainty pieces al silver for no,
"Issdy's" (lagging table.
WAltalglg a WARR11111.
,Nomet.
PAGE *EVKN.
New
Artistic
Picture
Framing
and
Wall
Papering
at--
Sanderson & Co.'s
428 6 Away. Phone 1513.
EVANSVILLE, PADUCAH AND
CAIRO LINK
(Incorporated.)'
ibasisville sod Paducah rackets.
(Daily Except Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
Hopkins, team Paducah for Erana-
vine and way landings at 11 a. m
Special excursion rate now in ef-
fect from Padueah to Evansville and
return, $4.00 Elegant music on the
boat Table unsurpaseed.
STEAMEsi DICK FOWLER
Leaves Pedueah for Cairo and way
landings Et 8 a. m sharp, daily ex-
cept Sunday. Special excuslon rates
now in effect from l'aducah to Cates
and return, with or without meek
and romp. Good music and table un-
surpassed.
For further information apply to
S. A. Fowler, General l'ass. Agent, or
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent. at
Fowler-Crumbaugh & Co's office.
Both phones No. 33.
IT. LOUIS AND TENN
RIVER PACKET UOMPANT.
TENNEESKE terns,.
STEAMER CLYDE
Issewo Paducah for Teanssase Wyss
Ivory Wednesday at 4 p. no.
A. W. WRIGHT Idartee
EUGENE ROBINSON (leek
This company Is not respousible
for Invoice charges unless eollected
by the clerk of the boat
KILL THI COUCH
AND CURE ma LUNC8
WITH Dr. king's
New Discovery
FOR 
c:NSUMPTION Pete
OUCKS and 50c & $1.00
LOS Free Trial.
Surma so'I'.7crtittickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUB-
LES, or HONEY BACK.
NEW STATE HOTEL
D. A. Balky, Prop.
MErROM-IS, ILL,
Newest and best hotel in the city
Rates $2.00, Two large sample
rooms, Bath rooms. Electric
lignte. The only centrally located
hotel in the city.
Camorcial Palmeri Solicited.
Henry Mammen, Jr.
'metal ts Third aid Iestecky
Book Binding, Hank Work Legs
T.Ilemee 131...en • enecto
DR. 110YER
her 209 Frstroity Building,
IMO Mess 331 Resilient Mess 444
-
AUAI L WEIL & CU
CAMPBELL BLOCK
Telephones: Office, 369; Residence, psi
INSURANC1E.
DRAUGHON'E
aadaetib
(lhaporporated.)
C*11181011. 111111 Brawny, sad IILSITIttl
27 wi•iteliv thipte• POsoZiossis sesired or saM) so w N Placa fly
MAO. they( POO twitpreagficae Call er sum et_ _
HEAD OF HORSE
THROUGH GLASS
t  
Sta rt 1 ed Motorman Standing
In The Vestibule.
meed-Ow I ullision Betueen I ehleir
and Street (silt at elves-nth and
TnE T INJURED NO ONE.
A horse and street car on the de-
pot line met in head-on collision
yeaterday afternoon about 4 o'clock
at Eleventh and Caldwell streets.
The bore escaped with a few cuts on
the mouth and nose and the slaws In
the )eastibule of the' ear was broken
Street car No. 3, Its charge of
Motorman Ed West and Conductor E.
Thompson. was coming from - the
Union depot Roy Pere man and two
companions were driving out Elev-
enth street. At Celdwell street they.
turned in and met the ter which was
rounding the curve. The tracks are
Close to the sidewalk, and posts sup-
porting an awning. made it imPosal-
ble to turn the horse on the pave-
;meant to prevent meeting the car. As
;it was Perryman could dio nothing
'more than step. The air stopped
about the same time hut not until the
horse's he-ad was thrust through tbo
Mass vestibule
Motorman Ed %Vest jumped aid&
just in tone to escape the flying Cala
i
nd the horse'. . , rrY men al
coIs mpaaletta eV out Of I
uggs and started - 'freeing th
frightened horse
GIRL CLERK (AUGHT BY TRAP.
Milwaukee Nisei Five Box to Catch
Tamperer With %WI-
Milwaukee. Nov. 5.- --Frank Bader.
iruperintendeat for Ferry e Cies,
orehitects. for some time believed
that his mail had been opened a id
reed by soma One unknown A trap
was set A box which on opening ex-
ploded a berry- precunsion was fixed
up and sent to the Olive for Mr. Ba-
der. Soon after tile mail arrived this
morning an explosion was !ward, and
ellen the employes rushed into the
room they found Miss Lula Ruseles.
Clerk. in a high state of alafm and
Cansternation. She was taken -before
diellinfiseioner Biuodgood on a
"%area of :liege-illy opening mail and
bale to the grand Jury in Ina of
VW, which was furnished
Miss Rus•-ha denied before the corn-
miseloner thfst she had ever tampered
with any other mall addressed to Mr.
Bader Her reason for opening it to-
day. sae said, was that she had been
teld by (mends that a Milwaukee
woman wa. ;0 forre.pondence with
Rader, and she thought the address
en the hot asoked like irer writing,
go she opened it.
- James G Blaine Ill, grandson or
the dead statesman. has just made his
debut In New York City as a clerk In
the Day and Night tank on Fifth ave-
nue et $ig es,
I STEINFELO OPTICAL CO.epticil Headgear*: el ['slush609 IIIROADWAY
No Two Noses Are Alike
•
_
Each Eyeglass to give 5-.1...factionmuse be t *ref taiy se fitthe face of the wearer
If You have never been able
tti wear wise glamies. let UR show
‘,ru the large assortment of
styles we have. There's a shape
for every nose, and We have all
styles.
Come in and see.
0M Or 4 A,.
"14<tst IN EYE GLASS eaa 1
• ' MAKING I
TrEy vt5iPqrr-
EYES EXAMINED FRU
TRUSTEE CHOSEN
IN REHKOPF CASE
.Cecil Reed Will Serve In That
Capacity For, Creditors
Attorneys. Selected and Interested
Parties Are Lining Up for
Great Struggle.
FOR PleiSisISSION OF ASSETS.
Cecil Reed was elected trustee of
the estate of the E. Rehkopf tied-
diery roulette) this morning at a meet
Mg held by the creditors In Judge
Rajgby's office. The oppowition to
Mr. Reed withdrew their objectioce
and the other candidate for trustee
withdrew his candidan).
The meeting WK., agreed upon by
the creditors -Saturday night and by
the compromise Mr. Reed was elected
trustee. W. V. Eaton and J. D. Moe-
(1110t will represent the trustee in the
ease. Wednesday a meeting of the
erditors will be held and the case will
begin in earne-t There are many
lawyers engaged by the different
creditors and every point is expected
to be bitterly contested.
%Villain Kraus, A. H. Kulp aad
William Stewart were appointed ap-
praisers.
In the nate of Marian Lander
against the city of Paducah and
Robertson A Gardner. contractor,
both defendants filed motion and
reasons for a new trial.
The defendant filed a motion and
reasons for a new trial In the case
of William Sine against the Padu-
cah Traction company.
The plaintiff filed a motion and
reasons for a new trial in the calm of
Nellie Wynn against the Paducah
city railway.
%relict for Defense..
The jury Saturday returned •
verdict for the defendant in the ac-
tion of Nellie B. Wynn against the
Paducah Traction company for $10,-
0e0 damages A horse ran Into a ear
she was riding at Fourth street and
Broadway and her arm was Injured.
Kerrerrest
This morning in circuit court the
suit of the Padteah Illettlieries com-
pany meanest Henry Bailey ektr
clerk, end the board of aldermen, to
force issuing a liquor license to the
plaintiff was taken up and a demur-
rer to the petition argued The'
court is holding his decision in re-
setae. Attorneys+ Reed and Flournoy
are acting for the plaintiff
Deeds Filed.
0. C. Wilkerson, et al , to Edgar
F. Hamilton. property in the county,
$01.
E. D. Thurman to G W Edwards.
property In the Thurman addition.
1160.
Gip Husbands to Ada Clark, prop-
erty in the Jarrett addition, $17:4.
J W. rooks to Dicy J. Rudolph,
property on Terrace avenue. $3410.
Conn .Notes.
French Shoemaker filed suit
nalust Ida Shoemaker for divorce
•Rsturday in circuit court alleging irn-
orality. They married in November,
W. T. Miller instituted proceed-
ngs In Magistrate Charles Emery's
irt Saturday to foreclose a mon-
-lee on a piano of Martha Smith,
niored. A Wants of 143 is alleged
be due.
.1. H. Dennis today Med an attach-
ient suit in Magistrate Charles W.
Emery's court against Mason Stanley
for $12 for labor, and attached a
horse.
Bud Elrod paid off the $31 claim
held by Parish Bros. witty In Magis-
trate Emery's court aud the attach-
ed hones wet released.
DECLINED TO KNEEL.
Mei in British Navy Barracks Mutin-
ied Yesterday.
Portsmouth, Eng . Nov 5. —Re-
senting the commend of an ()facer to
kneel during a sermon. 3041 men in
the navy barracks niitiletd yester-
day and made things lire!), before
they were quelled. An attack was
made on the canteen by the mutin-
eers.. The place was wrecked. The
whole garrison was mobolised end
charged he mileirkeris with bayo-
nets The mutineers fought fiercely
and several were wounded
Merman causation at Issue.
Bole Idaho, Nov. 5.—The domi-
nant allele of the campaign, as set
forth in the Democratic platform, Is,
Mormon partisanship In. the affairal
of state. memb4+rs of that chureli.14
bring art-need, of controlling the
publican party and by practice of
PolfremY rIniatine the constitution
of the state With011t fear of Prat/frit-,
lion. Republicans deny that PoliAtil
my is practlead in the state, or that
Mormons control the /*rib!! i
• 1
BOTH CLAIMING
NEXT CONGRESS
Democrats And Republicans
Give Out Last Figures
liughee and Hearst Are Confident of
a Majority of Over Two Hun-
dred Thousand.
PENNS114% %NIA IS CERTAIE
Washington, Nov. 5.—With but
one day intervening before the coun-
try will elect the sixtieth congress,
there is decidedly a general area of
"haat pressure" in the politioal at-
niosphere.
The Republicans cialtu, emanating
front the headquarters of the Repub-
lican congressional campaign com-
mittee in New York, Is this:
"The Republicans will have a ma-
jority of fifty-eight in the next
house of representatives."
The analysis of this cleim from
the same source is:
"'Sure Republican dietricts, 22 -2
sure Democratic districts, 13e; doubt
ful but probably Republican, 21;
doubtful but probably Democratic,
13."
The Democratic congressional cam
feign committee, with headquarters
in Washington, has figured out sixty-
seven Democratic gains over its last
representation in the house. Chair-
man James M. Griggs, of this com-
mittee, thinks this claim is tether tdo
conservative.
In Tennessee.
Both Democrats and Republeans
In the Teanessee gubernatorial race
to be decided Tuesday claim that
they will win, but neither offers arty
estimates. lend it will be one of the
etosest rates ever run in that state.
with both sides split into many fac-
tions. H. Clay Evens, the Republi-
can nominee, has an excellent chance
of election.
Claims in New York.
New York, Nov. 74.----Chairman
Woodruff, of the RepubliCan state
cemmittee, predicted today that
will have more then 20.0,uuti
majority in the state. Chairman
ihansen, of the Independent League
mays Hearst will win by 200:11114
Leader Murphy, of Tammany., siOa
victory is In the air.
Lawton for Morgan
Boston, Nov. 5.- Thomas W Law-
son's promised aid for John B Mor-
gan, Democratic candidate for gov-
ernor, came today in a half page ad-
vertisement in all the Boston morn-
ing papers. The advertisement
couched .ht. Lawson's characterie
vocabulary,'ealied upon the voters
of Massachusetts to elect Morgan
governor. '
Republicans Will Win.
Washington, Nov. 5.— Senator
Penrose, of Pennsylvania, had a talk
with the president today After he
left he said the Republicans will
elect the ticket in Pennsylvania by a
substantial majority.
SUlCIlliE CHOOSES NOVEL DEATH
Prussian Sergeant Loads Mee and
Tells Recruits to Shoot.
Trevose Rhenish Prussia, Nov 5 —
While several %quadri of infantey.
were exert-Ming In a field todiae tin-
d rgu'dng inetruction, with blank
cartridge., in how to use their r.fiets
oh' the firing line, a sergeant of one
squad fell 'dead with four
through his breast. It developed
that he had himself loaded the rifles
of the squad with ball cartridges
and directed the recruits to aim at
his breast and pull the triggers. The
cause of the sergpent's suicide has
not been ascertained.
SHOT AT HIS OWN DOORSTEP
Illinois Farmer Killed in Fight With
Hog Thief.
Collinsville, III., Nov. 5.—Almost
at his own doorstep Martin Fuchs, a
farmer, was shot to death today at-I
ter a strugglis with a man to prevent
his hogs frail being stolen. His own
shotgun was used in killing him
John McMullen. a miner, who came,
to Collinsville three days ago, talked
43 meet' 'Abdul the killing after the,
body was friend that he was arrest-
ed an suspicion. He denies that he
was ImplicatAf ill he crime.
JOKERS CARRY OFF TOWN JAIL.
Ilailinereen Prank Deprivee Wisconsin
4111sere 41 Peewee
'Madison Wis. Nov. 5 As an are
tie- math to Hallowe'en a crowd of
ypung men and boys earned awey
the Jail at the village of Fair (Jake
• joining Madison. and set the struc-
tens down on the lake shore, a quar-
ter of a mile sway.
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FIRST ANNUAL OPENING
F. N. GARDNER, JR. CO.
Wednesday Afternoon and
Evening, Nov. 7th
Will be an event of flrst,1 importance to Paducah,
for it means the introduction of more competition,
and more vigorous competition in the furniture
trade of the city. We are proud of the title of
competitor," for we want you to fully realize
that we shall compete with all comers in every
legitimate way—in Price, quality, Completeness
of S ock an d everything that these i in pl y.
The Hoosier Kitchen Cabine
We Will GiVe AWay
On the night of the opening is just like the cut below. 'Kitchen cabinets are beginning to be
recognized almost as a necessity, for every houseker needs obe. If you are present at the opening Wednesdayevening your chance ef winning this $35.00 one is as good as anybody's. It has special features found in noother cabinet at any price—sanitary, self-cleaning flour bin, automatic sugar bin, aluminum sliding top,Hoosier cake and timed boa, receipt box and want list and dust proof storage bins.
The
Hoosier
&nes Steps.
.Hundrer
of them rpery
Day.
eatery*
" • ." • • •••1•••..- ovorio-
It does this
by a
Convenience
of
Arrangement,
the resu/t
of-years o/study
F. N. Gardner, Jr. Co.
Furniture, Carpets, Stoves and Ranges
t 14-116 South Third St. Paducah, Ky.
FREE---
To All of Our Many Patrons
As an appreciation of your esteemed patronage,
beautiful
Dinner Sets of the Celebrated Acme
and Princess Chinaware.
Why We Give This Beautiful Ware Free
First, last /tied -always as a token of appreciation of your pat-ronage. we divide our profits with our patrons and give youthese beautiful wares ao your share.
How We Give This Splendid Ware Free
With every purchase of 10c _we give you a stamp. With $1.00purchase we give 10 stamps and so on. These you slick on apage in a catalogue we ftirnisb you, which same hook explatnt.,to you what every page of stamps means to you free in ChinaWere.
REMEMBER it's al: FREE with our compliments. You are
.netted to call at our stole and see the DINNER SET YOU CAN
GET FREW
THE MODEL
112 S. Second St.
Wholesale and retail dealers ic Men's, Boys' and Children*,Clothing. Shoes Hats, Furnisieue Goods, Ladles' Shoes andTrunks.
NO COAL PANIC
With
Bradley Bros.
Telephone 339
Coal Yards 922 Madison Stmt.
•
I Goy Nance. Lee Nance, Jr. X. Nance, EmbalmerWhile Ambulance far aloe and Injured Only.
GUY NANCE ec SONUndertakers and EmbalmersNew Phcarese 3.34. Old Phone fect9Orion Day sand Night.
Smiler Sum Vanderbilt.
Nsw York. Nov 5 -Thomas Gun-
derson, a sailor on Cornelius Vander-
'hilt's private yacht, the Rainbow, hasSUBSCRIBE FOR THE SUN, TEN -CENTS A Ni/EERI`blIt. Ounderman says he was prom -
a suit *outlast Mr, Vander-
•
Iced $5 for every rare in %hill hehelped the yacht to victory and $1for each and every race run Van-derbilt denies the itllegations !wadeby Ounderseu end declares ha willfight to the bitter end.
